Salmon in the Schools

Salmon Logs

Grade level student logs and teacher background materials designed around
observations of the salmon aquarium. The Salmon Logs support learning and
understanding of systems and life science concepts in the
Washington State Science Standards.
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Salmon Log

LOG OF __________________________________________________
SPECIES OF SALMON OBSERVED ___________________________
SALMON HATCHERY EGGS CAME FROM______________________

K-1

Date__________________
Salmon Eggs
Draw and label the salmon eggs

Salmon Egg Physical Characteristics
Color
Size
Shape

The salmon eggs remind me of…

Predict what the salmon eggs are going to become?

K-2

Date__________________
Salmon Alevin
Draw and label the salmon alevin

Salmon Alevin Physical Characteristics
Color
Size
Markings

Are there any eggs left?

What happened to the eggs?

What is the evidence that eggs were there?
Where are the alevin in the tank?

K-3

Date______________
Salmon Fry Observations
Draw and label the body parts of the salmon fry

Salmon Fry Physical Characteristics
Color
Size
Markings

K-4

Salmon Fry Behavior
Answer the questions to fill in the table below.
Activity
1. What are the salmon fry
doing as you observe the
salmon tank?

Salmon Fry Behavior

2. How do the fry behave
when fed?

3. Shine the flashlight on
them for a few seconds.
What do they do?

4. Place the tunnel in the
tank. What happens? Are
the salmon fry using the
tunnel?

5. Wait a day or two and
come back. Now, are the
fry using the tunnel?

K-5

Goldfish and Salmon Fry Comparison
How are goldfish and salmon fry the same?

How are goldfish and salmon fry different?
Goldfish

Salmon fry

K-6

Reflection page
When we released the salmon fry into______________________ (name
of creek, steam or lake) I felt…

3 things I learned about salmon are…

K-7

Using Salmon Aquariums in Schools
Connections to Core Science Curriculum
SALMON LOG
KINDERGARTEN SALMON IN THE SCHOOLS
Animals 2 x 2

This Salmon Log directly supports student understanding of systems and life science
concepts as described in the Washington State Science Standards. These log entries
are designed as a coherent and holistic set of observations over time.
Follow the learning cycle as you use these Salmon Log entries to promote
observation, reflection, and application of life science concepts learned in the Animals
2x2 Unit to salmon in the Salmon Aquarium in your school.
If you will have the Animals 2x2 Unit later in the year, save student salmon observations
to make comparisons with goldfish once students have observed those organisms.

Developed by Pacific Education Institute in consultation with Seattle Public Schools Instructional Services
with support from Seattle Public Utilities and the Salmon Education Alliance (version 1.0.113)
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Kindergarten-Salmon Log
Teacher Background Material (provided):
•

Life cycle , Egg, Alevin, Fry

Student Material (provided)
•
•

Salmon Log (includes Animals 2x2 extension: salmon fry and goldfish comparison)
Optional egg and alevin observation log pages

Teacher Notes:
1. Print out and copy Salmon Logs for each student
2. Follow the learning cycle to use the logs to extend the Animals 2x2 Unit. If class
hasn’t had Animals 2x2 yet use a photo/picture of a Goldfish to compare.
3. In order to better complement the Animals 2x2 Unit , the log lessons do not include
observation of salmon eggs or alevin. You may include these as an opportunity to
practice observation skills with students. Optional log pages for these observations
have been included for your convenience.
1. Observing Salmon Fry
1. Students observe the salmon fry in the school tank, draw and label the body parts of
the salmon fry and describe color, size, and markings. Ask the same questions you
used when observing the platy and the goldfish.
• What do you notice about the body of the salmon fry? What body parts can you
see?
• What do you think the body parts help the salmon do?
2. Now have students focus on salmon fry behavior and record observations in the table
provided in the log.
• What do you notice about the salmon behavior? What do you observe them
doing?
• How do the salmon fry behave when they are fed?
• Shine a flashlight on them for a few seconds. What do they do?
• Place the tunnel in the tank. What happens? How are the salmon fry behaving
around the tunnel? Leave the tunnel in the tank and then make another
observation after a day or two. Has the behavior of the fry changed when they
come near the tunnel? If so, how has their behavior changed?
2. Extension Activity 1.4-Comparing Salmon Fry to Goldfish
1. Have students use their previous drawings and descriptions of the goldfish to compare
goldfish with the salmon fry. Another option is to bring the goldfish aquarium close
to the salmon tank for comparison.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Do salmon fry and goldfish have the same body parts?
Which kind of fish is bigger?
Do you think the salmon fry will grow bigger? What about the goldfish?
Are they the same color?
Do salmon fry need the same kind of food as goldfish?
Did the salmon fry and the goldfish respond in the same way when being fed?
Did the salmon fry react the same as the goldfish when the tunnel was first placed
into the salmon tank? After the tunnel was in the tank for a few days?
If someone showed you an animal that you had never seen before, how would you
know it was a fish? What would you look for?

Vocabulary-salmon fry, salmon tank, behavior, react, respond
Other ideas:
•
•
•
•
•

Have students draw the egg and alevin salmon life cycle stages (Log pages
included).
Comparing salmon tank to goldfish tank
Describe the function of the parts of the salmon fry.
Add salmon to Activity 4.4 Animals Living Together.
Add flashlight experiment of salmon fry after activity 4.35.

Below is an example of answers for comparing the salmon and goldfish
Ways they are the same
Same shape
Breathe with gills
Have fins
Swim in the water
Breathe under water

Ways they are different
Goldfish

Things to compare
Color
Shape of fins
Size
Behavior to light
Speed
Behavior when being fed
Behavior with tunnel placement

Salmon Fry
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Kindergarten and First Grade Salmon in the Schools -Salmon Log
Washington State Science Standards and Performance Expectations

EALR 1 Systems-Part-Whole Relationships
K-1 SYSA Living and nonliving things are made of parts. People give names to the parts that
are different from the name of the whole object, plant, or animal
Name at least five different parts, given an illustration of a whole object, plant, or animal.
Compare a part of an object with the whole object, correctly using the words “whole” and “part.”
EALR 2-Inquiry-Making Observations
K-1 INQA Scientific investigations involve asking and trying to answer a question about the
natural world by making and recording observations.
Ask questions about objects, organisms, and events in their environment
K-1 INQD Scientists report on their investigations to other scientists, using drawings and
words.
Report observations of simple investigations, using drawings and simple sentences.
EALR 4: Life Science-Structures and Functions of Living Organisms, Plant and Animal Parts
K-1 LS1B - All plants and animals have various external parts.
Identify the external parts of different plants and animals (e.g., legs on an insect, flowers, stems, and
roots on many plants, feathers on birds, scales on fish, eyes and ears on many animals).
K-1 LS1D - Different animals use their body parts in different ways to see, hear, grasp objects,
and move from place to place.
Compare how different animals use the same body parts for different purposes (e.g., humans use
their tongues to taste, while snakes use their tongues to smell).
EALR 4: Life Science- Ecosystems, Habitats
K-1 LS2B A habitat supports the growth of many different plants and animals by meeting their
basic needs of food, water, and shelter
Identify the characteristics of a habitat that enable the habitat to support the growth of many
different plants and animals (e.g., clean. cold water, trees and gravel are all part of the salmon
habitat)
EALR 4: Life Science-Classifying Plants and Animals
K-1 LS3C- External features of animals and plants are used to classify them into groups.
Describe several external features and behaviors of animals that can be used to classify them (e.g.,
size, color, shape of body parts). Give examples to illustrate how pairs of plants and/or animals are
similar to and different from each other (e.g., cats and dogs both have four legs, but many dogs have
longer snouts than cats).
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Background information


life cycles

Pacific salmon move through several distinct stages
in their lives, as do all living things. Each generation
begins a new generation and another set of life
stages. We refer to this process as a life cycle. In
salmon, each stage of the life cycle takes place in a
specific habitat and has specific needs.
The stages in the life of Pacific salmon are: 
•	 Eggs: In late fall, adult salmon deposit
thousands of eggs in a redd, a gravel depression
in a flowing stream or on a lake shoreline, and
cover the eggs with more gravel. The eggs,
always sensitive to temperature, are particularly
sensitive to movement at this stage and need
to remain undisturbed in the gravel. As cold,
clean water containing oxygen flows through
the gravel, an embryo develops in the fertilized
egg, and after about one month eyes become
visible. The embryo gets the food it needs
from the yolk of the egg and oxygen from the
water. Disturbances, such as changing water
temperature, speed of water flow and polluted
water or silt deposited on the stream or lake
bed, can destroy the eggs. In early spring, the
surviving embryos break through the membrane
of the egg and hatch out. They can move
through the gravel, but they still face many
threats: silt can still smother them, changes in
water temperature or speed of water flow can be
harmful, and predators catch many. 
•	

Alevins: (The A is pronounced either AY as
in play, or AH as in cat.) Alevins are mobile
embryos. The yolk sac is still attached and
provides food for the alevin for two to three
months as it continues to develop, hidden in
the gravel. Alevins extract oxygen from the
flowing water by using their gills. They can move
through the gravel, but silt can still smother
them.

•	

Fry:  Once the yolk sacs have been fully absorbed,
the alevins leave the gravel to search for food.
They emerge from the stream- or lakebed,
usually in late spring, and swim to the surface.
At the surface, they swallow air to inflate an
internal swim bladder, which overcomes their
natural body weight so they can achieve neutral
buoyancy, allowing them to move easily up or
down in the water. Salmon fry generally swim in
a small territory and feed on whatever aquatic
organisms drift through it. For protective
colouring, they develop dark bars on their skin
known as Parr marks, which disappear in the next
stage of their lives. Depending on the species,
they spend from a few days to a few years in
their home stream or lake. At this stage, the
fry learn to recognize their home, primarily by
characteristic smells created in the water by
rocks, plant life and other aquatic organisms. 

•	

Smolts: After their time in a stream or lake,
salmon migrate downstream. When they reach
the estuary where the river meets the ocean,
they spend some time there as smolts, adapting
to the salt water. Smolts gradually develop the
ability to swallow salt water and expel the salt
in their urine and through their gills. They also
begin to form scales on their skin, giving them a
silvery colour. Estuary life is abundant with food,
so smolts can grow rapidly, but estuaries are also
home to many predators, such as birds, reptiles
and larger fish, and also to human development. 

•	

Adults: Salmon migrate into the ocean, where
they grow to adulthood with silvery bellies
and darker backs. Each species migrates to a
particular part of the north Pacific coast, from
California to the Gulf of Alaska, sometimes
ranging thousands of kilometres. They eat
smaller ocean fish and krill (tiny crustaceans),
and grow to their mature weight. Predators
include large fish, fish-eating birds, marine
mammals and human fishers. After a time,
varying from one to seven years, they return and
congregate at the mouth of their river of origin.
UNIT 2: Life Cycle and Habitat
K-13
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•	

Spawners: When they enter their river of
origin in the fall and begin to travel upstream,
salmon stop eating and their bodies begin to
change. Using stored energy, they travel 30
to 50 kilometres upstream per day, often past
waterfalls and fallen obstacles. On the way,
some become food for eagles, bears, otters and
people. When they reach the area where they

lived as fry, a female digs a redd with her tail
and selects a mate. She deposits her eggs and
the male releases his milt to fertilize them. The
female then covers the eggs with fresh gravel
and usually digs other redds for other males to
fertilize. While a single coho salmon produces
about one thousand eggs, other species can
produce several thousand. Both male and female
die within a few days of laying the eggs. Their
carcasses contribute essential nutrients that
fertilize the rearing area for the next generation
of fry. 

___________
________________
...........................
__ . __ . __ . __ . _
__ __ __ __ __ __
.___..___..___..___

12	

Sockey Salmon
ChumSalmon
Salmon
Chum
ChinookSalmon
Salmon
Chinook
CohoSalmon
Salmon
Coho
PinkSalmon
Salmon
Pink
Steelhead
Salmon
Steelhead Salmon
Sockeye Salmon

Illustration: Donald Gunn 

Salmon seem to use a variety of visual and
magnetic clues to navigate the ocean, then rely
mainly on their sense of smell to identify their
home stream or lake.

SALMONIDS IN THE CLASSROOM: PRIMARY 
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Background information


THE EGG 
The redd is a shallow depression in the gravel,
about one to three metres long and one to two
metres wide. The female chooses a site in a stream
with a high flow of fresh water or near a lakeshore
where waves keep the water fresh. Salmon prefer
gravel with stones averaging 12 to 15 cm and a
water depth of 15 to 30 cm. 
Salmon eggs are very sensitive - only one in 10
survives to hatch. In the first days, even a slight

Illustration: Karen Uldall-Ekman 

When adult salmon return upstream to spawn, each
female lays from 2,000 to 2,500 spherical, pinkyorange eggs, which are about 6 to 9 mm in diameter.
Instead of a hard shell like a chicken, each egg has
a soft, transparent membrane for its outside surface.
This surface offers little protection against predators
or other disturbances, so the female covers the eggs
with gravel in a rocky stream- or lakebed nest called
a redd. 

UNIT 4: Salmon Eggs
K-15
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disturbance of the stream- or lakebed can be fatal. Changes in
water level or temperature can kill the eggs. Predators such as
birds, bears and racoons feed on the eggs if they can find them,
and flooding, pollution and disease also destroy eggs. 
The salmon embryo begins to develop inside the egg,
growing cells and gradually forming distinct organs. Because
they are cold-blooded, the rate at which fish develop
depends on the outside temperature. The ideal temperature
for salmon eggs is from 5-10˚C. Eggs develop more slowly at
lower temperatures. In average temperatures, the embryonic
development takes place at the following rate:
After 7 to 10 days.......  head and body begin to form

After about 1 month....  eyes begin to appear

After  about  2  months  ....embryo  begins  to  move  inside  the  egg
After about 3 months  ..  embryo hatches from the shell 
Inside the egg, the developing embryo feeds from its yolk sac
and obtains oxygen through the egg membrane, through which
the oxygen passes from the running water flowing through the
gravel of the stream or lakebed. The eggs can smother if the
gravel is covered with silt, or if the water flows too slowly and
stagnates. 
As development progresses, the embryo begins to move and
wiggle around. Scientists believe that, when the embryo can no
longer get enough oxygen through the egg wall, it releases an
enzyme that weakens the membrane. The embryo then breaks
through the membrane and wiggles out. It lives the next stage
of its life in the gravel as an alevin. 

40 

SALMONIDS IN THE CLASSROOM: PRIMARY 
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Background information


THE alevin 
lose their bright orange colour and begin to develop
a fish shape. 
Alevin need cold running water that is rich in
oxygen and clean gravel that has spaces where
the alevin can hide. Threats include predators in
the water, siltation, pollution and floods or other
activities that can disturb the gravel. Human activity
that disturbs the gravel can be very harmful, so
people can protect the alevin by keeping dirt or
other pollutants out of the water and by staying out
of the gravel. 
When the yolk sac is completely absorbed, or
“buttoned up”, the alevin grow to about 2.5 cm.
Then they must emerge from the gravel and begin to
search for food (at this stage they are known as fry).
The alevin emerge in spring, when the water begins
to warm and when algae and plankton grow in the
lakes and rivers. 

Illustration: Karen Uldall-Ekman 

The salmon embryo inside an egg hatches out to
become an alevin (the A is pronounced AY as in
play or AH as in cat). Wiggling energetically, the
embryo breaks through the egg membrane. For the
next month or two, it hides in the dark spaces in the
gravel of its home stream or lake. 
The yolk sac from the embryo remains attached to
the alevin’s belly and provides the food it needs. The
sac shrinks as the alevin develops teeth, eyes and
a digestive system. The alevin begins to eat some
external food that floats through the water in the
gravel. The alevin’s respiration system also develops,
allowing it to breathe through its gills. 
Alevin cannot swim and their yolk sac makes
movement slow, so they are an easy target for
predators. To hide from predators, they avoid light
and live as much as 30 cm down in the gravel. As
they grow stronger and their yolk sac shrinks, the
alevin move up to the surface of the gravel. They

UNIT 5: Salmon Alevins
K-17
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Background information


THE fry

Alevins emerge from the gravel as “swim-up” fry.
Rapidly vibrating their tails, they emerge from the
gravel, then push themselves vertically up to the
surface of the water, usually taking several hours
right after nightfall, when they will be less visible to
predators. They snap their mouths into the air, hold
their gills closed and force a mouthful of air into a
swim bladder, a balloon-like organ in their abdomen.
They may have to repeat this motion several times
until they have enough air to hold their position
in the water. The air in the bladder is only for
buoyancy, not for breathing. It counters their body
weight, giving them neutral buoyancy in water. Now,
they are known as “free-swimming fry.” 
Fry are not strong enough to swim upstream, so
they drift downstream until they find calm pools
where they can feed. There, they defend a small
feeding territory from other fry. They catch land
insects that fly close to the water or fall from plants
hanging over the water. They also catch food in the
water, mainly insect nymphs and larvae, as well as
plankton. They grow from about 2.5 cm to between
4.5 and 5.5 cm. 
Because they are out in open water searching
for food, many salmon fry are eaten by predators,
including birds and larger fish. To hide, salmon fry
change their skin colour. They develop camouflage
markings known as Parr marks, which are dark bars
across their bodies. The mixture of light and dark
helps them blend into the shadows on the stream- or

lakebed so they are less visible to predators. They
also dart very quickly from spot to spot. 
A crucial part of the salmon’s life cycle occurs at
the fry stage — imprinting. Salmon fry memorize
their home stream or lake through factors such as
the type of rock and soil in the bed, plant life and
other aquatic organisms, all of which contribute
to the quality and the unique scent of the water.
Salmon learn to recognize this scent as very young
fry and can identify it in the water when they return
from the ocean. Changes in the stream’s environment
that occur after the fry leave can confuse the
returning salmon, preventing them from finding their
home stream and spawning. Imprinting continues as
the fry grow and become smolts, so fry raised in an
aquarium use these memories, rather than memories
of tap water used in aquariums, to find their way
home.
Almost 90 per cent of all fry die from predators,
disease or lack of food. People can help increase
fry survival by protecting their environment from
pollution, flooding or blockages. Fry need fresh,
flowing, cold water, with plenty of oxygen and shade
to keep the water from getting too warm. They
also need places to hide, such as large boulders,
overhanging bushes, tree stumps or fallen logs. 
Depending on the species, salmon spend from
a few days to three years in their home stream or
lake. Then, they begin to migrate downstream to the
estuary where the river meets the ocean. 

UNIT 6: Salmon Fry
K-18
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Salmon Log

LOG OF __________________________________________________
SPECIES OF SALMON OBSERVED ___________________________
SALMON HATCHERY EGGS CAME FROM______________________

1-1

Date__________________

Draw and label the salmon eggs

Salmon Eggs

Salmon Egg Physical Characteristics
Color
Size
Shape

The salmon eggs remind me of…
How is the salmon egg like a bean seed?
Predict what is the salmon egg is going to become.
1-2

Date__________________
Salmon Alevin
Draw and label the salmon alevin

Salmon Alevin Physical Characteristics
Color
Size
Markings

Are there any eggs left?

What happened to the other eggs?

What is the evidence that eggs were there?

Where are the alevin in the tank?
1-3

Date__________________
Salmon Fry
Draw and label the salmon fry

Salmon Fry Physical Characteristics
Color
Size
Markings

Are there any alevin left?
Where have the alevin gone? What do you think happened to them?
The salmon fry remind me of…

1-4

Salmon Fry Behavior
Answer the questions in the table below.
Activity
1. What are the salmon fry
doing most of the time?

Salmon Fry Behavior

2. How do the fry behave
when fed?

3. Shine the flashlight on
them for a few seconds.
What do they do?

4. When are the salmon fry
most active?

1-5

1-6

Comparing Salmon Fry to Cloud Fish

What is the same?

What is Different?
Cloud fish

Salmon fry

1-7

Comparing Salmon Fry to Cloud Fish
• Do salmon fry and cloud fish have the same needs?

• Will the salmon grow bigger? What about the cloud fish?

• Did the salmon fry and the cloud fish respond in the same way when
being fed?

• Were both the salmon fry and the cloud fish active at the same time?

1-8

Reflection page
When we released the salmon fry into______________________ (name
of creek, steam or lake) I felt…

3 things I learned about salmon are…

1-9

Egg

Write in the stages of the life cycle of the mealworm in the
blanks provided

1-10

Stages of the
salmon lifecycle to
be cut up

1-11

Using Salmon Aquariums in Schools
Connections to Core Science Curriculum

SALMON LOG
FIRST GRADE SALMON IN THE SCHOOLS
Organisms
The Salmon Log directly supports learning in understanding of systems and life
science concepts as described in the Washington State Science Standards. These log
entries are designed as a coherent and holistic set of observations over time.
Follow the learning cycle as you use Salmon Log entries to promote observation,
reflection and application of life science concepts learned in the Organisms Unit to the
salmon in the Salmon Aquarium at your school.
If you will have the Organisms Unit later in the year, save student salmon observations
to make comparisons with cloud fish once students have observed those organisms.

Developed by Pacific Education Institute in consultation with Seattle Public Schools Instructional Services
with support from Seattle Public Utilities and the Salmon Education Alliance (version 1.0.113)
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First Grade-Salmon Logs
Organisms
Teacher Background Information (provided):
•
•
•

•

Life cycle background
Egg background
Alevin background
Fry background

Student Handouts (provided):
•
•
•

Salmon logs (copy from master)
Mealworm life cycle handout
Salmon life cycle stages (cut up) to paste into log

1. Life cycle of salmon
1) After describing the mealworm life cycle in the Organisms Unit, share the
Mealworm life cycle handout. Have students fill in the blanks about the
mealworm’s life cycle. If you have not had the Organisms Unit start at Step 2.
2) Introduce that the salmon in the school’s salmon tank also have a life cycle and
that the students are going to be drawing the various stages of the salmon life
cycle as they observe them happening. Let students know that today they will be
observing and drawing the salmon eggs.
3) Visit the tank and have students draw the salmon eggs in their logs. Have the
students describe the color, size, and shape of the eggs and record in the table.
4) Have students complete the sentence starter and answer the questions. Students
should predict what the eggs will become.
5) When the salmon hatch into alevin, students again draw, label, and describe.
Students are asked:
• Are there any eggs left?
• What happened to the eggs?
• Where are the alevin in the tank?
6) When the salmon become fry, students draw, label and describe their
characteristics. Ask students what the salmon fry need to live and be healthy.
How does the salmon tank provide those needs.
Students are asked to record in their logs:
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• Are there any alevin left?
• Where have the alevin gone?
• The salmon fry remind me of…
• I wonder about…
7) Now have student focus on the behavior of the salmon fry. Ask similar questions
to what are asked about cloud fish in the Organisms Unit:
• What are the fry doing all day?
• When are the fry most active? Least active?
• How do the salmon fry behave when they are fed?
• Shine a flashlight on them for a few seconds. What do the salmon
fry do?
8) After students have observed and drawn the entire life cycle, read Salmon Stream
by Carol Reed-Jones or another book depicting the salmon life cycle. Make
copies of stages of the salmon life cycle and cut up so each student gets a set of
the 6 stages. Ask students to glue the stages in the correct sequence on the salmon
life cycle page in their log.

2. Comparing Salmon Fry to Cloud Fish: Extending Organisms Unit Lesson 8 p 47
and 48
1) Besides observing the fry stage of the salmon life cycle, students are also making
observations to compare the fry with the cloud fish from the Organisms Unit. The
focus question when you get to observing the salmon fry is:
How are cloud fish and salmon fry alike and different?
2) Now the students are ready to compare the salmon fry to the cloud fish. Use the
box and T chart to have students describe what is similar and what is different.
Note that when students list color as difference have them put the color of the
cloud fish across from the salmon fry.

1-14

3) Using the information students recorded on their box and T chart, have them
explain how cloud fish and a salmon fry are alike and different.
• Do salmon fry and cloud fish have the same needs?
• Which kind of fish is bigger?
• Will the salmon grow bigger? What about the cloud fish?
• Are they the same color?
• Do salmon fry need the same kind of food as cloud fish?
• Did the salmon fry and the cloud fish respond in the same way when being
fed?
• Were both the salmon fry and the cloud fish active at the same time?
Other ideas:
•

Compare the salmon life cycle to the mealworm life cycle.

Below is an example of answers for comparison salmon and cloud fish
Same
Same shape
Breathe with gills
Have fins
Swim in the water
Breathe under water
Same needs to live: food, oxygen, clean
water, space, habitat

Different
Cloud fish
•

Things to compare

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Color
Shape of fins
Size
Behavior with flashlight
Speed
Behavior when being fed
When active

Salmon Fry
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Kindergarten and First Grade Salmon in the Schools -Salmon Log
Washington State Science Standards and Performance Expectations

EALR 1 Systems-Part-Whole Relationships
K-1 SYSA Living and nonliving things are made of parts. People give names to the parts that
are different from the name of the whole object, plant, or animal
Name at least five different parts, given an illustration of a whole object, plant, or animal.
Compare a part of an object with the whole object, correctly using the words “whole” and “part.”
EALR 2-Inquiry-Making Observations
K-1 INQA Scientific investigations involve asking and trying to answer a question about the
natural world by making and recording observations.
Ask questions about objects, organisms, and events in their environment
K-1 INQD Scientists report on their investigations to other scientists, using drawings and
words.
Report observations of simple investigations, using drawings and simple sentences.
EALR 4: Life Science-Structures and Functions of Living Organisms, Plant and Animal
Parts
K-1 LS1B - All plants and animals have various external parts.
Identify the external parts of different plants and animals (e.g., legs on an insect, flowers, stems,
and roots on many plants, feathers on birds, scales on fish, eyes and ears on many animals).
K-1 LS1D - Different animals use their body parts in different ways to see, hear, grasp objects,
and move from place to place.
Compare how different animals use the same body parts for different purposes (e.g., humans use
their tongues to taste, while snakes use their tongues to smell).
EALR 4: Life Science- Ecosystems, Habitats
K-1 LS2B A habitat supports the growth of many different plants and animals by meeting
their basic needs of food, water, and shelter
Identify the characteristics of a habitat that enable the habitat to support the growth of many
different plants and animals (e.g., clean. cold water, trees and gravel are all part of the salmon
habitat)
EALR 4: Life Science-Classifying Plants and Animals
K-1 LS3C- External features of animals and plants are used to classify them into groups.
Describe several external features and behaviors of animals that can be used to classify them
(e.g., size, color, shape of body parts). Give examples to illustrate how pairs of plants and/or
animals are similar to and different from each other (e.g., cats and dogs both have four legs, but
many dogs have longer snouts than cats).
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Background information


life cycles

Pacific salmon move through several distinct stages
in their lives, as do all living things. Each generation
begins a new generation and another set of life
stages. We refer to this process as a life cycle. In
salmon, each stage of the life cycle takes place in a
specific habitat and has specific needs.
The stages in the life of Pacific salmon are: 
•	 Eggs: In late fall, adult salmon deposit
thousands of eggs in a redd, a gravel depression
in a flowing stream or on a lake shoreline, and
cover the eggs with more gravel. The eggs,
always sensitive to temperature, are particularly
sensitive to movement at this stage and need
to remain undisturbed in the gravel. As cold,
clean water containing oxygen flows through
the gravel, an embryo develops in the fertilized
egg, and after about one month eyes become
visible. The embryo gets the food it needs
from the yolk of the egg and oxygen from the
water. Disturbances, such as changing water
temperature, speed of water flow and polluted
water or silt deposited on the stream or lake
bed, can destroy the eggs. In early spring, the
surviving embryos break through the membrane
of the egg and hatch out. They can move
through the gravel, but they still face many
threats: silt can still smother them, changes in
water temperature or speed of water flow can be
harmful, and predators catch many. 
•	

Alevins: (The A is pronounced either AY as
in play, or AH as in cat.) Alevins are mobile
embryos. The yolk sac is still attached and
provides food for the alevin for two to three
months as it continues to develop, hidden in
the gravel. Alevins extract oxygen from the
flowing water by using their gills. They can move
through the gravel, but silt can still smother
them.

•	

Fry:  Once the yolk sacs have been fully absorbed,
the alevins leave the gravel to search for food.
They emerge from the stream- or lakebed,
usually in late spring, and swim to the surface.
At the surface, they swallow air to inflate an
internal swim bladder, which overcomes their
natural body weight so they can achieve neutral
buoyancy, allowing them to move easily up or
down in the water. Salmon fry generally swim in
a small territory and feed on whatever aquatic
organisms drift through it. For protective
colouring, they develop dark bars on their skin
known as Parr marks, which disappear in the next
stage of their lives. Depending on the species,
they spend from a few days to a few years in
their home stream or lake. At this stage, the
fry learn to recognize their home, primarily by
characteristic smells created in the water by
rocks, plant life and other aquatic organisms. 

•	

Smolts: After their time in a stream or lake,
salmon migrate downstream. When they reach
the estuary where the river meets the ocean,
they spend some time there as smolts, adapting
to the salt water. Smolts gradually develop the
ability to swallow salt water and expel the salt
in their urine and through their gills. They also
begin to form scales on their skin, giving them a
silvery colour. Estuary life is abundant with food,
so smolts can grow rapidly, but estuaries are also
home to many predators, such as birds, reptiles
and larger fish, and also to human development. 

•	

Adults: Salmon migrate into the ocean, where
they grow to adulthood with silvery bellies
and darker backs. Each species migrates to a
particular part of the north Pacific coast, from
California to the Gulf of Alaska, sometimes
ranging thousands of kilometres. They eat
smaller ocean fish and krill (tiny crustaceans),
and grow to their mature weight. Predators
include large fish, fish-eating birds, marine
mammals and human fishers. After a time,
varying from one to seven years, they return and
congregate at the mouth of their river of origin.
UNIT 2: Life Cycle and Habitat
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•	

Spawners: When they enter their river of
origin in the fall and begin to travel upstream,
salmon stop eating and their bodies begin to
change. Using stored energy, they travel 30
to 50 kilometres upstream per day, often past
waterfalls and fallen obstacles. On the way,
some become food for eagles, bears, otters and
people. When they reach the area where they

lived as fry, a female digs a redd with her tail
and selects a mate. She deposits her eggs and
the male releases his milt to fertilize them. The
female then covers the eggs with fresh gravel
and usually digs other redds for other males to
fertilize. While a single coho salmon produces
about one thousand eggs, other species can
produce several thousand. Both male and female
die within a few days of laying the eggs. Their
carcasses contribute essential nutrients that
fertilize the rearing area for the next generation
of fry. 

___________
________________
...........................
__ . __ . __ . __ . _
__ __ __ __ __ __
.___..___..___..___

12	

Sockey Salmon
ChumSalmon
Salmon
Chum
ChinookSalmon
Salmon
Chinook
CohoSalmon
Salmon
Coho
PinkSalmon
Salmon
Pink
Steelhead
Salmon
Steelhead Salmon
Sockeye Salmon

Illustration: Donald Gunn 

Salmon seem to use a variety of visual and
magnetic clues to navigate the ocean, then rely
mainly on their sense of smell to identify their
home stream or lake.

SALMONIDS IN THE CLASSROOM: PRIMARY 
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Background information


THE EGG 
The redd is a shallow depression in the gravel,
about one to three metres long and one to two
metres wide. The female chooses a site in a stream
with a high flow of fresh water or near a lakeshore
where waves keep the water fresh. Salmon prefer
gravel with stones averaging 12 to 15 cm and a
water depth of 15 to 30 cm. 
Salmon eggs are very sensitive - only one in 10
survives to hatch. In the first days, even a slight

Illustration: Karen Uldall-Ekman 

When adult salmon return upstream to spawn, each
female lays from 2,000 to 2,500 spherical, pinkyorange eggs, which are about 6 to 9 mm in diameter.
Instead of a hard shell like a chicken, each egg has
a soft, transparent membrane for its outside surface.
This surface offers little protection against predators
or other disturbances, so the female covers the eggs
with gravel in a rocky stream- or lakebed nest called
a redd. 

UNIT 4: Salmon Eggs
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disturbance of the stream- or lakebed can be fatal. Changes in
water level or temperature can kill the eggs. Predators such as
birds, bears and racoons feed on the eggs if they can find them,
and flooding, pollution and disease also destroy eggs. 
The salmon embryo begins to develop inside the egg,
growing cells and gradually forming distinct organs. Because
they are cold-blooded, the rate at which fish develop
depends on the outside temperature. The ideal temperature
for salmon eggs is from 5-10˚C. Eggs develop more slowly at
lower temperatures. In average temperatures, the embryonic
development takes place at the following rate:
After 7 to 10 days.......  head and body begin to form

After about 1 month....  eyes begin to appear

After  about  2  months  ....embryo  begins  to  move  inside  the  egg
After about 3 months  ..  embryo hatches from the shell 
Inside the egg, the developing embryo feeds from its yolk sac
and obtains oxygen through the egg membrane, through which
the oxygen passes from the running water flowing through the
gravel of the stream or lakebed. The eggs can smother if the
gravel is covered with silt, or if the water flows too slowly and
stagnates. 
As development progresses, the embryo begins to move and
wiggle around. Scientists believe that, when the embryo can no
longer get enough oxygen through the egg wall, it releases an
enzyme that weakens the membrane. The embryo then breaks
through the membrane and wiggles out. It lives the next stage
of its life in the gravel as an alevin. 

40 
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Background information


THE alevin 
lose their bright orange colour and begin to develop
a fish shape. 
Alevin need cold running water that is rich in
oxygen and clean gravel that has spaces where
the alevin can hide. Threats include predators in
the water, siltation, pollution and floods or other
activities that can disturb the gravel. Human activity
that disturbs the gravel can be very harmful, so
people can protect the alevin by keeping dirt or
other pollutants out of the water and by staying out
of the gravel. 
When the yolk sac is completely absorbed, or
“buttoned up”, the alevin grow to about 2.5 cm.
Then they must emerge from the gravel and begin to
search for food (at this stage they are known as fry).
The alevin emerge in spring, when the water begins
to warm and when algae and plankton grow in the
lakes and rivers. 

Illustration: Karen Uldall-Ekman 

The salmon embryo inside an egg hatches out to
become an alevin (the A is pronounced AY as in
play or AH as in cat). Wiggling energetically, the
embryo breaks through the egg membrane. For the
next month or two, it hides in the dark spaces in the
gravel of its home stream or lake. 
The yolk sac from the embryo remains attached to
the alevin’s belly and provides the food it needs. The
sac shrinks as the alevin develops teeth, eyes and
a digestive system. The alevin begins to eat some
external food that floats through the water in the
gravel. The alevin’s respiration system also develops,
allowing it to breathe through its gills. 
Alevin cannot swim and their yolk sac makes
movement slow, so they are an easy target for
predators. To hide from predators, they avoid light
and live as much as 30 cm down in the gravel. As
they grow stronger and their yolk sac shrinks, the
alevin move up to the surface of the gravel. They

UNIT 5: Salmon Alevins
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Background information


THE fry

Alevins emerge from the gravel as “swim-up” fry.
Rapidly vibrating their tails, they emerge from the
gravel, then push themselves vertically up to the
surface of the water, usually taking several hours
right after nightfall, when they will be less visible to
predators. They snap their mouths into the air, hold
their gills closed and force a mouthful of air into a
swim bladder, a balloon-like organ in their abdomen.
They may have to repeat this motion several times
until they have enough air to hold their position
in the water. The air in the bladder is only for
buoyancy, not for breathing. It counters their body
weight, giving them neutral buoyancy in water. Now,
they are known as “free-swimming fry.” 
Fry are not strong enough to swim upstream, so
they drift downstream until they find calm pools
where they can feed. There, they defend a small
feeding territory from other fry. They catch land
insects that fly close to the water or fall from plants
hanging over the water. They also catch food in the
water, mainly insect nymphs and larvae, as well as
plankton. They grow from about 2.5 cm to between
4.5 and 5.5 cm. 
Because they are out in open water searching
for food, many salmon fry are eaten by predators,
including birds and larger fish. To hide, salmon fry
change their skin colour. They develop camouflage
markings known as Parr marks, which are dark bars
across their bodies. The mixture of light and dark
helps them blend into the shadows on the stream- or

lakebed so they are less visible to predators. They
also dart very quickly from spot to spot. 
A crucial part of the salmon’s life cycle occurs at
the fry stage — imprinting. Salmon fry memorize
their home stream or lake through factors such as
the type of rock and soil in the bed, plant life and
other aquatic organisms, all of which contribute
to the quality and the unique scent of the water.
Salmon learn to recognize this scent as very young
fry and can identify it in the water when they return
from the ocean. Changes in the stream’s environment
that occur after the fry leave can confuse the
returning salmon, preventing them from finding their
home stream and spawning. Imprinting continues as
the fry grow and become smolts, so fry raised in an
aquarium use these memories, rather than memories
of tap water used in aquariums, to find their way
home.
Almost 90 per cent of all fry die from predators,
disease or lack of food. People can help increase
fry survival by protecting their environment from
pollution, flooding or blockages. Fry need fresh,
flowing, cold water, with plenty of oxygen and shade
to keep the water from getting too warm. They
also need places to hide, such as large boulders,
overhanging bushes, tree stumps or fallen logs. 
Depending on the species, salmon spend from
a few days to three years in their home stream or
lake. Then, they begin to migrate downstream to the
estuary where the river meets the ocean. 

UNIT 6: Salmon Fry
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Salmon Log

LOG OF __________________________________________________
SPECIES OF SALMON OBSERVED ___________________________
HATCHERY SALMON EGGS CAME FROM______________________
DATE ARRIVED____________________________________________
DATE EGGS TURNED INTO ALEVIN___________________________
DATE ALEVIN TURNED INTO FRY_____________________________

2-1

Salmon Egg Observations
Date__________________
Draw and label what you see.

One other thing I observed is…

The eggs remind me of…

I wonder about…

I could find answers to my questions by…
2-2

Observation of Salmon Eggs
Day Number _____
Describe the color and size of the eggs.

They are
In bunches
Among the gravel/rocks
Estimate how many eggs are in the tank?________
What fraction/percent seems to be moving about?_______

How many eggs (if any) have hatched? __________
(If too many to count, make an estimate.)

What fraction/percent is that of the total number of eggs?________

How many eggs have died or are dying (white)? _________
What fraction/percent is that of the total number of eggs? ______________
Predict what the eggs will become_______________________________

2-3

Salmon Alevin Observations
Draw and label what you see.

Date______________

One other thing I observed is…

Do all of the alevin look the same? Describe any differences that you
see.

I wonder about…

2-4

Observation of Salmon Alevin
Day number____
Describe the color, size, and markings of the alevin.

Describe how they move (swim? bounce? laze?).

Are they
Bunched?
Spread out?
Where are they? (corners of tank? next to bubbles? in groups next to the
glass?)

Are they bunched by size or behavior? If so, describe.

Shine the flashlight on them for several seconds. What did they do?

I think the alevin responded to the shined flashlight by_________________
__________________ because…

2-5

Salmon Fry Observations
Draw and label what you see.

Date___________________

List 4 parts of the salmon fry and describe the function of each part in the
table below.
Part

Salmon Fry Parts and Function
Function

2-6

Observation of Salmon Fry
Day number____
Describe the color, size, and markings of the fry.

Are all sizes mixed or are they bunched by size?
How many fins does each fry have? _____________

How do the fry behave when fed?

Shine the flashlight on them for a few seconds. What did they do? How might
this behavior help them in the stream or lake?

Describe three fry behaviors and explain how these might help salmon
survive in freshwater or saltwater.
Behavior

Salmon Fry Behavior and Survival
How it helps salmon survive

2-7

2-8

Reflection page
When we released the salmon fry into______________________ (name of creek,
steam or lake) I felt…

3 things I learned about salmon are…

2 ways I can protect salmon stream habitat are…

1 way my observation skills improved when observing the salmon aquarium is…
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Handout 2.1 

Illustration: Karen Uldall-Ekman 

Salmon Life Cycle


A plant grows from a seed. A plant grows
roots, a stem and leaves. When plants get
big, they form flowers and seeds. Seeds
grow into new plants. 
A salmon grows from an egg. It grows
fins, a head and a tail. The salmon
leaves the stream or lake where it grew

up. When it grows enough, the salmon
returns. It lays more eggs. More salmon
grow from the eggs. 
All  living  things  have  a  life  cycle.  First  they 
are  born.  Then  they  grow  up.  They  have 
seeds  or  eggs  or  babies.  Finally  they  die. 
UNIT 2: Life Cycle and Habitat
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Handout 2.2 

Illustration: Donald Gunn 

Bean Life Cycle


22 
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Handout 4.1 

Illustration: Karen Uldall-Ekman

SALMON EGGS


Salmon lay eggs in a stream or lake. They
lay their eggs in a nest made of small,
rounded rocks called gravel. The nest
is called a redd. The salmon cover their
eggs with gravel to keep them safe. 
Salmon eggs are like small orange balls.
They have a soft shell. Inside is a yolk
and egg white. 
Salmon eggs need cold water to live. If
the water is too cold or too hot, the eggs
will die. 
48 

A salmon begins to grow inside the egg.
The yolk gives it food. The salmon gets
air through the egg wall from the stream
or lake water. If the water stops running,
the growing salmon inside the egg will
die. Dirt in the water can bury the egg
and smother the salmon that is growing
inside. 
Salmon grow eyes, tails and other parts
inside the egg. You can see a salmon’s
dark eye through the egg wall. After
spending the winter in the water, salmon
hatch from the eggs. 

SALMONIDS IN THE CLASSROOM: PRIMARY 
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Salmon and

Chicken EggS

Fish Egg 
Germinal disc
Micropyle
Shell

Oil droplet 

Perivitelline space

Yolk

Bird Egg 
Allantois
Annion
Embryo

Illustration: Donald Gunn

Air space
Shell
Chorio-allantois
Albumen
Yolk sac
UNIT 4: Salmon Eggs
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Handout 5.1 

Illustration: Karen Uldall-Ekman 

SALMON alevinS


Alevins hatch from salmon eggs. The
salmon growing inside the egg gets too
big for the egg. It wiggles and wiggles.
The wiggling makes the egg wall break. 
The alevin pushes its head through the
egg wall. It wiggles more and more. The
hole gets bigger. The alevin pushes its
whole body out. 
The alevin has a bag on its stomach. This
is the yolk sac. It is left from the yolk
inside the egg. 
62 

The alevin still feeds on the yolk. The
yolk is like a bag lunch. It goes where
the alevin goes. Alevins start to eat bits
of other food as they get older. When
the yolk sac is used up, they will have to
feed themselves. 
The alevin is orange, like the egg. It has
to hide from other animals. It lives in
spaces in the gravel. It breathes oxygen
dissolved in the water. 

SALMONIDS IN THE CLASSROOM: PRIMARY 
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Handout 6.1 

Illustration: Karen Uldall-Ekman

SALMON fry


When alevins finish the food in their yolk
sacs, they grow into fry. Fry catch their
own food. 
At first, fry cannot float in water. Fry sink
in water. To float they must swallow air.
They flutter their tail very hard to swim
up. When they reach the air, they swallow
large gulps. They keep air in a swim
bladder, like a balloon in their stomach.
Then they can swim up and down easily
by moving their fins. 

Plants beside the stream or lake keep the
water cool and shady. Fry can hide in
the shadows. Their skin changes colour
to help them hide. Dark lines called Parr
marks also help them hide. 
Birds and bigger fish try to eat fry.
Fry dart about very quickly to avoid
predators. 
Salmon fry remember where they grew up.
When they are adults, they will find their
way back to the same stream or lake. 

Once fry swim, they can chase food. They
catch small insects. They also eat bits of
animals that drift downstream. 
UNIT 6: Salmon Fry
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Stages of the
salmon lifecycle to
be cut up
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Using Salmon Aquariums in Schools
Connections to Core Science Curriculum

SALMON LOG
SECOND AND THIRD GRADE SALMON IN THE SCHOOLS
Life cycles
This Salmon log directly supports student understanding of systems and life science concepts as
described in the Washington State Science Standards. These log entries are designed as a coherent
and holistic set of observations over time.
Follow the learning cycle as you use these Salmon Log entries to promote observation, reflection,
and application of life science concepts learned in the Plant Growth and Development Unit to the
salmon in the Salmon Aquarium at your school.
If classes haven’t done the Plant Growth and Development unit yet, just focus on the concept of life
cycle with the salmon.

Developed by Pacific Education Institute in consultation with Seattle Public Schools Instructional Services with
support from Seattle Public Utilities and the Salmon Education Alliance (version 1.0.113)
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Salmon Log for Grades 2-3: Life Cycle of Salmon
Teacher Materials (provided)• Life cycle background
• Egg background
• Alevin background
• Fry background
• Salmon Story Bracelet lesson
Student Materials (provided)
• Life Cycle 2-3 Egg Handout
• Life Cycle 2-3 Alevin Handout
• Life Cycle 2-3 Fry Handout
• Life cycle handout of salmon and bean
• Salmon life cycle stages (cut up) to paste into log
• Student Salmon Logs
Materials: Print out logs for each student.
1) Read background information.
2) Have students reflect on their investigations of the Brassica plant life cycle and look at
the stages of that plant’s life cycle they put into sequence on their assessment. If
students haven’t engaged in the Plant Growth and Development unit yet, this will be a
good place to start talking about life cycles. Consider using the handout on the life
cycle of the bean sheet to introduce plant life cycles. This handout is labeled 2.2 and is
titled “Life cycle handout of salmon and bean”.
3) Tell students that the salmon eggs in the school’s salmon tank are part of a life cycle
and that they are going to be drawing the various stages of the life cycle as they
observe it happening. Let students know that today they will be observing and
drawing the salmon eggs.
4) Visit the tank, and have students draw the salmon eggs in their logs. Have the student
describe the color, size, and shape of the eggs. Model how to write the number of the
day on the page. Have students answer the questions and complete the sentence
starters to supply more information. Finally, ask the students to predict what they
think the eggs will become.
5) Now read to students the background page about salmon eggs in the packet/disc. It is
labeled 4.1 (packet) or Life cycle 2-3 egg handout (disc).
6) When the salmon become alevin students will again draw, label, and describe. Again
students answer the questions, using the sentence starters if necessary.
7) After students have observed the alevin, read the handout on salmon alevin with the
students, labeled 5.1 (packet) or Life cycle 2-3 alevin handout (disc).
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8) When the salmon become fry, students will draw, label and describe their
characteristics. Ask students what the salmon fry need to live and be healthy. Ask the
students to describe how the salmon tank provides those needs?
Students are asked in their logs to list the parts of the salmon fry and the function of
each of those parts. (See the teacher notes for Salmon Log entries included below.)
Part
Fins
Eyes
Tail fin
Mouth
Gills
Stripes

Salmon Fry Parts and Function
Function
To move through the water
To see to catch food and avoid predators
To steer where going
To eat food
To get oxygen from the water
For camouflage

9) Now have students focus on the behavior of the salmon fry.
• What are the fry doing all day?
• When are the fry most active, least active?
• How do the salmon fry behave when they are fed?
• Shine a flashlight on them for a few seconds. What do the salmon fry do?
Salmon Fry Behavior and Survival
Behavior
How it helps salmon survive
Darting away from light
Allows it to get away from predators
Feeding behavior
Allows it to gather food from the stream
10) After students have observed fry, read the student handout on fry together, labeled 6.1
(packet) or Life cycle 2-3 fry handout (disc).
11) Students have now seen the first 3 stages in the salmon life cycle. Read Salmon
Stream by Carol Reed-Jones or other books depicting the salmon life cycle.
12) Make copies of the stages in the salmon life cycle. (2 sets are on each page). This page
is on the disc entitled Salmon Life cycle stage of the life cycle to cut up page 8. Cut
the page up into the different stages. Ask students to paste the pictures into the
appropriate spots on the large life cycle page in their logs.

13) As an extension, do the Salmon Story Bracelet Lesson, found on the disc.
2-20

Background Information-References (also on disc)
Life cycle-http://www.pac.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/education/documents/sicprimarysecprimaire/english/sic_primary_unitbackground_2.pdf
Egg background http://www.pac.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/education/documents/sicprimarysecprimaire/english/sic_primary_unitbackground_4.pdf
Alevin background- http://www.pac.dfo-po.gc.ca/education/documents/sicprimarysecprimaire/english/sic_primary_unitbackground_5.pdf
Fry background- http://www.pac.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/education/documents/sicprimarysecprimaire/english/sic_primary_unitbackground_6.pdf
Handouts
Bean and Salmon Life Cycle
http://www.pac.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/education/documents/sicprimarysecprimaire/english/sic_primary_unithandouts_2.pdf
Salmon Eggs
http://www.pac.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/education/documents/sicprimarysecprimaire/english/sic_primary_unithandouts_4.pdf
Salmon Alevin
http://www.pac.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/education/documents/sicprimarysecprimaire/english/sic_primary_unithandouts_5.pdf
Salmon Fry
http://www.pac.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/education/documents/sicprimarysecprimaire/english/sic_primary_unithandouts_6.pdf
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Second and Third Grade Salmon in the Schools -Salmon Log
Washington State Science Standards and Performance Expectations
EALR1 Systems- Role of each part in a system
2-3 SYSB A whole object, plant, or animal may not continue to function the same way if some of
its parts are missing.
Predict what may happen to an object, plant, or animal if one or more of its parts are removed (e.g.,
the ecosystem that supports the salmon includes the salmon and its habitat. If the creeks are
damaged by flooding or pollution the salmon will not have a place to spawn and lay their eggs).
EALR 2-Inquiry-Conducting Investigations
2-3 INQA Scientific investigations are designed to gain knowledge about the natural world.
Explain how observations can lead to new knowledge and new questions about the natural world.
2-3 INQB A scientific investigation may include making and following a plan to accurately
observe and describe objects, events, and organisms; make and record measurements, and
predict outcomes.
Work with other students to make and follow a plan to carry out a scientific investigation. Actions
may include accurately observing and describing objects, events, and organisms; measuring and
recording data; and predicting outcomes.
2-3INQF Scientists develop explanations, using observations (evidence) and what they
already know about the world. Explanations should be based on evidence from
investigations.
Accurately describe results, referring to the graph or other data as evidence. Draw a conclusion
about the question that motivated the study using the results of the investigation as evidence

EALR 4: Life Science- Structures and Functions of Living Organisms, Life Cycles
2-3 LS1B -Animals have life cycles… the details are different for different animals
Describe the life cycle of a common type of animal (the salmon start as eggs and change to alevin, fry,
smolt, adults and spawners).
EALR 4: Life Science-Variation of Inherited Characteristics
2-3 Sometimes differences in characteristics give individual plants or animals an advantage
in surviving and reproducing
Predict how differences in characteristics might help one individual survive better than another
(e.g., animals that are stronger or faster, plants or animals that blend into the background, plants
that grow taller or that need less water to survive) [how does the salmon fry behavior help it to
survive]
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Background information


life cycles

Pacific salmon move through several distinct stages
in their lives, as do all living things. Each generation
begins a new generation and another set of life
stages. We refer to this process as a life cycle. In
salmon, each stage of the life cycle takes place in a
specific habitat and has specific needs.
The stages in the life of Pacific salmon are: 
•	 Eggs: In late fall, adult salmon deposit
thousands of eggs in a redd, a gravel depression
in a flowing stream or on a lake shoreline, and
cover the eggs with more gravel. The eggs,
always sensitive to temperature, are particularly
sensitive to movement at this stage and need
to remain undisturbed in the gravel. As cold,
clean water containing oxygen flows through
the gravel, an embryo develops in the fertilized
egg, and after about one month eyes become
visible. The embryo gets the food it needs
from the yolk of the egg and oxygen from the
water. Disturbances, such as changing water
temperature, speed of water flow and polluted
water or silt deposited on the stream or lake
bed, can destroy the eggs. In early spring, the
surviving embryos break through the membrane
of the egg and hatch out. They can move
through the gravel, but they still face many
threats: silt can still smother them, changes in
water temperature or speed of water flow can be
harmful, and predators catch many. 
•	

Alevins: (The A is pronounced either AY as
in play, or AH as in cat.) Alevins are mobile
embryos. The yolk sac is still attached and
provides food for the alevin for two to three
months as it continues to develop, hidden in
the gravel. Alevins extract oxygen from the
flowing water by using their gills. They can move
through the gravel, but silt can still smother
them.

•	

Fry:  Once the yolk sacs have been fully absorbed,
the alevins leave the gravel to search for food.
They emerge from the stream- or lakebed,
usually in late spring, and swim to the surface.
At the surface, they swallow air to inflate an
internal swim bladder, which overcomes their
natural body weight so they can achieve neutral
buoyancy, allowing them to move easily up or
down in the water. Salmon fry generally swim in
a small territory and feed on whatever aquatic
organisms drift through it. For protective
colouring, they develop dark bars on their skin
known as Parr marks, which disappear in the next
stage of their lives. Depending on the species,
they spend from a few days to a few years in
their home stream or lake. At this stage, the
fry learn to recognize their home, primarily by
characteristic smells created in the water by
rocks, plant life and other aquatic organisms. 

•	

Smolts: After their time in a stream or lake,
salmon migrate downstream. When they reach
the estuary where the river meets the ocean,
they spend some time there as smolts, adapting
to the salt water. Smolts gradually develop the
ability to swallow salt water and expel the salt
in their urine and through their gills. They also
begin to form scales on their skin, giving them a
silvery colour. Estuary life is abundant with food,
so smolts can grow rapidly, but estuaries are also
home to many predators, such as birds, reptiles
and larger fish, and also to human development. 

•	

Adults: Salmon migrate into the ocean, where
they grow to adulthood with silvery bellies
and darker backs. Each species migrates to a
particular part of the north Pacific coast, from
California to the Gulf of Alaska, sometimes
ranging thousands of kilometres. They eat
smaller ocean fish and krill (tiny crustaceans),
and grow to their mature weight. Predators
include large fish, fish-eating birds, marine
mammals and human fishers. After a time,
varying from one to seven years, they return and
congregate at the mouth of their river of origin.
UNIT 2: Life Cycle and Habitat
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•	

Spawners: When they enter their river of
origin in the fall and begin to travel upstream,
salmon stop eating and their bodies begin to
change. Using stored energy, they travel 30
to 50 kilometres upstream per day, often past
waterfalls and fallen obstacles. On the way,
some become food for eagles, bears, otters and
people. When they reach the area where they

lived as fry, a female digs a redd with her tail
and selects a mate. She deposits her eggs and
the male releases his milt to fertilize them. The
female then covers the eggs with fresh gravel
and usually digs other redds for other males to
fertilize. While a single coho salmon produces
about one thousand eggs, other species can
produce several thousand. Both male and female
die within a few days of laying the eggs. Their
carcasses contribute essential nutrients that
fertilize the rearing area for the next generation
of fry. 

___________
________________
...........................
__ . __ . __ . __ . _
__ __ __ __ __ __
.___..___..___..___

12	

Sockey Salmon
ChumSalmon
Salmon
Chum
ChinookSalmon
Salmon
Chinook
CohoSalmon
Salmon
Coho
PinkSalmon
Salmon
Pink
Steelhead
Salmon
Steelhead Salmon
Sockeye Salmon

Illustration: Donald Gunn 

Salmon seem to use a variety of visual and
magnetic clues to navigate the ocean, then rely
mainly on their sense of smell to identify their
home stream or lake.

SALMONIDS IN THE CLASSROOM: PRIMARY 
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Background information


THE EGG 
The redd is a shallow depression in the gravel,
about one to three metres long and one to two
metres wide. The female chooses a site in a stream
with a high flow of fresh water or near a lakeshore
where waves keep the water fresh. Salmon prefer
gravel with stones averaging 12 to 15 cm and a
water depth of 15 to 30 cm. 
Salmon eggs are very sensitive - only one in 10
survives to hatch. In the first days, even a slight

Illustration: Karen Uldall-Ekman 

When adult salmon return upstream to spawn, each
female lays from 2,000 to 2,500 spherical, pinkyorange eggs, which are about 6 to 9 mm in diameter.
Instead of a hard shell like a chicken, each egg has
a soft, transparent membrane for its outside surface.
This surface offers little protection against predators
or other disturbances, so the female covers the eggs
with gravel in a rocky stream- or lakebed nest called
a redd. 

UNIT 4: Salmon Eggs
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disturbance of the stream- or lakebed can be fatal. Changes in
water level or temperature can kill the eggs. Predators such as
birds, bears and racoons feed on the eggs if they can find them,
and flooding, pollution and disease also destroy eggs. 
The salmon embryo begins to develop inside the egg,
growing cells and gradually forming distinct organs. Because
they are cold-blooded, the rate at which fish develop
depends on the outside temperature. The ideal temperature
for salmon eggs is from 5-10˚C. Eggs develop more slowly at
lower temperatures. In average temperatures, the embryonic
development takes place at the following rate:
After 7 to 10 days.......  head and body begin to form

After about 1 month....  eyes begin to appear

After  about  2  months  ....embryo  begins  to  move  inside  the  egg
After about 3 months  ..  embryo hatches from the shell 
Inside the egg, the developing embryo feeds from its yolk sac
and obtains oxygen through the egg membrane, through which
the oxygen passes from the running water flowing through the
gravel of the stream or lakebed. The eggs can smother if the
gravel is covered with silt, or if the water flows too slowly and
stagnates. 
As development progresses, the embryo begins to move and
wiggle around. Scientists believe that, when the embryo can no
longer get enough oxygen through the egg wall, it releases an
enzyme that weakens the membrane. The embryo then breaks
through the membrane and wiggles out. It lives the next stage
of its life in the gravel as an alevin. 

40 
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Background information


THE alevin 
lose their bright orange colour and begin to develop
a fish shape. 
Alevin need cold running water that is rich in
oxygen and clean gravel that has spaces where
the alevin can hide. Threats include predators in
the water, siltation, pollution and floods or other
activities that can disturb the gravel. Human activity
that disturbs the gravel can be very harmful, so
people can protect the alevin by keeping dirt or
other pollutants out of the water and by staying out
of the gravel. 
When the yolk sac is completely absorbed, or
“buttoned up”, the alevin grow to about 2.5 cm.
Then they must emerge from the gravel and begin to
search for food (at this stage they are known as fry).
The alevin emerge in spring, when the water begins
to warm and when algae and plankton grow in the
lakes and rivers. 

Illustration: Karen Uldall-Ekman 

The salmon embryo inside an egg hatches out to
become an alevin (the A is pronounced AY as in
play or AH as in cat). Wiggling energetically, the
embryo breaks through the egg membrane. For the
next month or two, it hides in the dark spaces in the
gravel of its home stream or lake. 
The yolk sac from the embryo remains attached to
the alevin’s belly and provides the food it needs. The
sac shrinks as the alevin develops teeth, eyes and
a digestive system. The alevin begins to eat some
external food that floats through the water in the
gravel. The alevin’s respiration system also develops,
allowing it to breathe through its gills. 
Alevin cannot swim and their yolk sac makes
movement slow, so they are an easy target for
predators. To hide from predators, they avoid light
and live as much as 30 cm down in the gravel. As
they grow stronger and their yolk sac shrinks, the
alevin move up to the surface of the gravel. They

UNIT 5: Salmon Alevins
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Background information


THE fry

Alevins emerge from the gravel as “swim-up” fry.
Rapidly vibrating their tails, they emerge from the
gravel, then push themselves vertically up to the
surface of the water, usually taking several hours
right after nightfall, when they will be less visible to
predators. They snap their mouths into the air, hold
their gills closed and force a mouthful of air into a
swim bladder, a balloon-like organ in their abdomen.
They may have to repeat this motion several times
until they have enough air to hold their position
in the water. The air in the bladder is only for
buoyancy, not for breathing. It counters their body
weight, giving them neutral buoyancy in water. Now,
they are known as “free-swimming fry.” 
Fry are not strong enough to swim upstream, so
they drift downstream until they find calm pools
where they can feed. There, they defend a small
feeding territory from other fry. They catch land
insects that fly close to the water or fall from plants
hanging over the water. They also catch food in the
water, mainly insect nymphs and larvae, as well as
plankton. They grow from about 2.5 cm to between
4.5 and 5.5 cm. 
Because they are out in open water searching
for food, many salmon fry are eaten by predators,
including birds and larger fish. To hide, salmon fry
change their skin colour. They develop camouflage
markings known as Parr marks, which are dark bars
across their bodies. The mixture of light and dark
helps them blend into the shadows on the stream- or

lakebed so they are less visible to predators. They
also dart very quickly from spot to spot. 
A crucial part of the salmon’s life cycle occurs at
the fry stage — imprinting. Salmon fry memorize
their home stream or lake through factors such as
the type of rock and soil in the bed, plant life and
other aquatic organisms, all of which contribute
to the quality and the unique scent of the water.
Salmon learn to recognize this scent as very young
fry and can identify it in the water when they return
from the ocean. Changes in the stream’s environment
that occur after the fry leave can confuse the
returning salmon, preventing them from finding their
home stream and spawning. Imprinting continues as
the fry grow and become smolts, so fry raised in an
aquarium use these memories, rather than memories
of tap water used in aquariums, to find their way
home.
Almost 90 per cent of all fry die from predators,
disease or lack of food. People can help increase
fry survival by protecting their environment from
pollution, flooding or blockages. Fry need fresh,
flowing, cold water, with plenty of oxygen and shade
to keep the water from getting too warm. They
also need places to hide, such as large boulders,
overhanging bushes, tree stumps or fallen logs. 
Depending on the species, salmon spend from
a few days to three years in their home stream or
lake. Then, they begin to migrate downstream to the
estuary where the river meets the ocean. 

UNIT 6: Salmon Fry
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SALMON
STORY
BRACELETS
(Adapted from dfg.ca/projectwild)
Objectives
Students will: (1) Describe the salmon life
cycle and (2) Identify characteristics of
salmon habitat, (3) Communicate ways
that humans help and harm the
ecosystem
Curricular Areas
Science, Language Arts, Art
Method Students create a salmon life
cycle bracelet using eight to twelve
different colored beads. Each bead
represents a part of the cycle in a story
they construct.
Materials
(1) 50-minute class period
Storybook: “Salmon Stream” by Carol
Reed-Jones
Medium sized pony beads - approx. 12
colors (multiples of some if possible)
for each child
Satin, leather cord, or pipe cleaners
(1) Worksheet per student
white board & markers (correspond
to bead colors) (2 easels)
Supporting graphics: Salmon life cycle
poster; Salmon habitat poster, Life
cycle photo series, Map
Background
The life cycle of a salmon begins when the
female deposits eggs in a shallow gravel

depression. Once deposited, the male
fertilizes the eggs. Newly hatched salmon,
called “alevin,” live in the gravel and
survive by absorbing proteins from their
yolk sacs. After a few weeks, the yolk sacs
are gone and the small fish, known as ‘fry,’
emerge from the gravel to find food on
their own. Some species remain in
freshwater streams feeding and growing
for many months or even years before
migrating downstream to the estuary or
the ocean. These small ocean-bound
salmon are called fingerlings. Before the
fingerlings enter the ocean they spend
time in an estuary, an area where
saltwater and freshwater meet and mix.
In the estuary, the fingerlings’ body
changes in preparation for the ocean
saltwater. This process is called
“smoltiﬁcation” and the salmon are now
called “smolts.” Smolts grow into adults
in the Pacific Ocean. They’ll spend 2-5
years in the ocean growing rapidly by
feeding on other fish, shrimp and
crustaceans. The salmon also encounter
many dangers including sharks, killer
whales, other marine mammals, and
humans who are also fishing for salmon.
After two to five years in the ocean, they
begin the journey that guides them back
to their birth site. Salmon have an
inherent ability to return to their original
streams. Juvenile salmon imprint or
memorize the unique odors of their home
stream. As returning adults they use their
sense of smell to guide them upstream to
where they hatched. Once in their home
stream, salmon spawn and then die. The
carcasses provide food for scavengers and
nutrients to the forest around the stream.
Human Impacts: Increases in population
and urbanization in our community have
had a negative effect on water quality and
quantity. Many streams in our
community are no longer able to support
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the healthy salmon populations they once
did. Water flowing over impervious
surfaces – roads, parking lots, driveways,
and roofs – collects and carries
contaminants such as gas, oil, lead,
antifreeze, and pet wastes into the creeks
and rivers. In residential areas, high
levels of nutrients from lawn and garden
fertilizers, and pesticides can seep into
rivers and streams. Native plants and
trees along stream corridors have been
destroyed. Upstream migration to
spawning areas has been blocked by
culverts, and the gravel that salmon need
for spawning has been clogged with
sediment, or washed away by runoff from
winter storms. Salmon habitats have
been severely impacted.
Salmon Hatcheries are helping to restore
salmon runs that have been impacted by
habitat loss and other human impacts by
reducing sources of mortality in the
salmon’s early life stages. The Salmon in
the Schools SIS program helps foster an
environmental stewardship ethic. Salmon
eggs for the SIS program are provided by
local tribal and State salmon hatcheries.
The program is overseen by the
Washington Department of Fish and
Wildlife.
Procedure
Before class:
Create a salmon life cycle bracelet to
use as an example.
During class:
Guest Presenters: Explain that you
are there to thank them for helping
raise the salmon and to celebrate the
job they have done. Ask what the
students have been studying this year
in Science (e.g. Animals, Ecosystems,
Plants, Land and Water, Microworlds)

and elicit connections to their salmon
tank.
1. Engage the students in a discussion of
where the salmon eggs in their tank
came from and what species they are
raising. Show maps and discuss
hatcheries and the need for salmon
supplementation in Seattle. Ask them
if they know where their salmon will
be released.
2. Ask the class if they think that when
the salmon are gone from the tank
if their job taking care of them will
be over? See a show of hands how
many think yes/no. Tell them you are
going to do a lesson with them to help
them learn/remember the salmon life
cycle and what salmon need to
survive. Tell them you are going to ask
them again later about whether their
job taking care of the salmon is over.
3. Explain that each student is going to
create a story about the life of a
salmon. Show the bracelet/ lanyard
(you can mention that if they don’t
want to keep it on their wrist they can
hang it off of their backpack or
somewhere else). Explain that the
bracelet forms a circle like the life
cycle of the salmon. The bracelet,
which is a form of art, can be used to
tell a story about the salmon.
Throughout time people of all cultures
have used art to tell stories and to
teach. Ask if anyone knows a culture
that uses storytelling and/or art to
teach. For example, house posts and
cave paintings.
4. Explain that each bead will tell a part
of the story about the salmon as it
grows, changes, and travels and you
will tell them the story of your
bracelet later.
5. Ask the students what they know
about the salmon life cycle. Ask if they
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know about what salmon need in their
habitat. As if the student have been to
a hatchery or local creek and seen
salmon? If the students don’t have
much background then read relevant
parts of Salmon Stream (about 5-7
mins).
6. Worksheets: Using the age
appropriate student worksheet (see
choices below) and colored markers,
students will designate colors for life
cycle stages, habitat requirements or
obstacles or hazards that the salmon
encounter during its life. Explain to
the students that the worksheets will
help them build their stories and also
help them remember what the colors
in the bracelets mean. Pass out the
work sheets, (for graphic version
draw similar figure on the board).
Ask what stages they have seen the
salmon pass through in their tank.
Elicit: egg alevin, fry. Ask if they
know the rest of the stages of the life
cycle. Use the poster and Photos to go
through the lifecycle as they fill in
words or look at/color the stages on
the work sheet. Fill in words pictures
on board as you go. (You can prescribe
colors for K-1, older students can
choose the bead colors later)
7. Ask the students what else they need
to complete the stories about their
salmon. … elicit where they live,
what’s around them, what they eat,
….Ask the students if they know the
word Habitat (A habitat supports the
growth of many different plants and
animals by meeting their basic needs
of food, water, and shelter) and
Ecosystem (An ecosystem includes
plant and animal populations as well
as nonliving resources.) Plants and
animals depend both on each other
and on the nonliving resources in
their ecosystem to survive. Explain

that now they are going to add the
Salmon’s habitat /ecosystem into the
worksheet for each of the stages. Ask
them what they know about what
salmon need in their habitat to
survive. See what they can add at any
of the stages. Elicit what the habitat
was like in the tank… Show the
salmon habitat poster. What was the
temperature of the tank? Do salmon
like warm or cold water is that one of
their habitat requirements, draw or
write “cold water” . What keeps the
water cool in a real stream? (Shade:
Trees) Can the water be dirty? Add
“Clean water” Was there gravel or
rocks? Would there be gravel in a real
stream what does a salmon nest look
like? What is it called? Add these to
the sheet..and the BOARD. Add food:
When they were alevin or eggs did
they need food (no? what did they eat
–elicit yolk sak) they need food when
they are fry- draw in “food” in the fry
section of the sheet. Where do they
go after they leave the stream
(Estuary, Ocean,) Continue filling out
the worksheet.
8. Ask them about threats and hazards in
the salmon’s ecosystem, (elicit
pollution predators, people.) Ask if
there need to be people in their
salmon stories. Are the people
helping or hurting the salmon?
Specifically what things might people
do that might harm the salmon in
their habitat. elicit and list on board .
Ask about what people can do to help
salmon and list those in the
appropriate section.
9. Tell the student that now they are
going to use the salmon lifecycle and
habitat elements to create their
stories and make bracelets to help
remember them. Walk them through
the colors assigning each to a stage of
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the life cycle and then the
habitat/ecosystem features. They can
fill in the bead colors on the
worksheet as you go, so they can refer
to it as they build their bracelet and
stories. Show the students the sample
bracelet and use it to tell them a
salmon story.
10. Give students 8 to 12 beads of
different colors to represent the
elements they will use for their story.
(Make a plan for distributing beads
that will work for your classroom, for
example, pass out cups then select
students to help distribute beads).
Hand out pipe cleaners or string.
Beads need to go onto the bracelet in
the order of the story
11. Have students share their stories first
in small groups of 2 to 5, then solicit
volunteers to share with the class.
Encourage students to share the story
bracelet with their family, or someone
outside of school. Discuss why they
should tell the story to others.
12. Revisit the over question: Is your job
taking care of the salmon over after
the fry are released? What else can
kids do to help the salmon? Tell each
student you will give them each a
special bead to add to the bracelet to
remind them that their job is not over,
if they will make a specific pledge
about what they will do to help the
salmon. Ask for volunteers to share
their pledge.
BEAD COLOR SUGGESTIONS:
Orange–
salmon egg
Red alevin
Yellowfry
Purple–
smolt
Silver/gray- ocean adult
Multispawner

Reflection
Optional:Have the student fill out the
reflection sheets and send them back to
us in the envelope provided
Extensions
Have students write out their salmon
story and illustrate it. Use music or
rhythm to add to the story. Create a life
cycle puzzle. Provide each student with a
copy of a large circle. Have students
divide the circle into six equal parts (like
slicing a pie). In each section have
them write the word for one part of the
salmon life cycle (spawning adults, eggs,
alevins/fry, fingerlings, smolts, ocean
salmon). Have students draw a picture to
represent each stage. When drawings are
complete, the circle can be cut out and the
sections cut apart. Students can then
assemble and reassemble this circle as a
puzzle.
Beth Miller
beth.miller@seattle.gov
Seattle Public Utilities
Stormwater Education and Outreach
700 5th Avenue # 4900
Seattle WA 98124
206.386.4621
www.seattle.gov/restoreourwaters

Clear–
fresh water
Dark Blue– ocean
Light Brown– gravel, rocks
Light blue- estuary
Dark Green – trees/shade
Whitecool water temp
Black–
people/human impacts
Special bead- pledge
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Salmon Stories
Related WA State Science Content Standards and Performance Expectations*
EALR 4: Life Science- Ecosystems, Habitats
K-1 LS2B-C A habitat supports the growth of many different plants and animals by meeting their
basic needs of food, water, and shelter and Humans can change natural habitats in ways that can be
helpful or harmful for the plants and animals that live there.
Identify the characteristics of a habitat that enable the habitat to support the growth of many different
plants and animals (e.g., clean. cold water, trees and gravel are all part of the salmon habitat)
List two or more things that humans do that might harm plants and animals in a given habitat (e.g.,
litter, pet waste and chemicals from cars can get into the stream through storm drains and harm
salmon fry or make it hard for adults to find their way back).
Communicate ways that humans protect habitats and/or improve conditions for the growth of the
plants and animals that live there (e.g., people plant trees near creeks to make shade and keep the
water cool for salmon).
EALR 4: Life Science- Structures and Functions of Living Organisms, Life Cycles
2-3 LS1B -Animals have lifecycles… the details are different for different animals
Describe the life cycle of a common type of animal (the salmon start as eggs and change to alevin, fry,
smolt, adults and spawners).
EALR 4: Life Science- Ecosystems, Changes in Ecosystems
2-3 LS2D- humans impact ecosystems in both positive and negative ways
Describe a change that humans are making in a particular ecosystem and predict how that change could
harm or improve conditions for a given type of plant or animal (when people build cities they cut down
the trees that provide shade and prevent erosion in the creek).
EALR1 Systems- Role of each part in a system
2-3 SYSB A whole object, plant, or animal may not continue to function the same way if some of its
parts are missing.
Predict what may happen to an object, plant, or animal if one or more of its parts are removed (e.g., the
ecosystem that supports the salmon includes the salmon and its habitat. If the creeks are damaged by
flooding or pollution the salmon will not have a place to spawn and lay their eggs).
EALR 4: Life Science- Ecosystems, Changes in Ecosystems
2-3 LS2D humans impact ecosystems in both positive and negative ways
Describe a change that humans are making in a particular ecosystem and predict how that change could
harm or improve conditions for a given type of plant or animal (e.g. people build cities; storm drains
carry untreated polluted runoff from streets and yards to creeks and lakes and Puget Sound impacting
aquatic organisms like salmon).
EALR1 Systems- Complex Systems
4-5 SYSD One defective part can cause a subsystem to malfunction, which in turn will affect the system
as a whole
Predict what might happen to a system if a part in one or more of its subsystems is missing, broken,
worn out, mismatched, or misconnected (e.g. the watershed is a system. In cities, rain water that feeds
the creeks washes over streets and yards and into storm drains that lead directly to the creeks.
Pollution in urban runoff can kill aquatic species or make them ill and can impair salmon’s ability to
navigate to home stream. High flows due to impervious surfaces can cause erosion and damage to creek
habitat or salmon redds).
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EALR 4: Life Science – Ecosystems, Food Webs
4-5 LS2E-F Plants and animals change the ecosystem where they live. Sometimes the change reduces
the ability of another to survive there. People affect ecosystems both positively and negatively
Describe how one population may affect other plants and/or animals in the ecosystem (e.g. people build
cities. Storm drains carry polluted runoff from streets and yards to creeks and lakes and Puget Sound
impacting aquatic organisms like salmon).
Describe ways that humans can improve the health of ecosystems (e.g., stencil storm drains to educate
people about preventing pollution , raise salmon in schools, plant trees to prevent flooding and
erosion).
Describe ways that humans can harm the health of ecosystems (e.g., overuse of garden chemicals,
littering, car leaks…runoff carries pollution to storm drains which lead to creeks and waterways)
* http://standards.ospi.k12.wa.us/ContentListByGrade.aspx?subject=10,PE&gl=28
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LIFE CYCLE OF THE SALMON – STUDENT WORKSHEET
Directions: Think about what you have learned about salmon and what it takes for them to
hatch, grow into juveniles, and return to spawn as adults. Consider the salmon ecosystem and all
of the different habitats they depend on during their life cycle. Also consider the human impacts
that have made many of our streams them uninhabitable to salmon.
Now, think about representing the salmon life cycle and their environment as a bracelet, with
different colored beads representing different stages of the life cycle, different habitats the salmon
lives in, and other events that might play a part in the story of a salmon’s life. For example, the
color red might represent the “redd” where salmon eggs are laid. You may either use real beads to
make your bracelet, or design it on paper using colored markers. Use the chart below to tell what
the colors of your beads mean.
Color

Meaning

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)
6)
7)
8)
9)
10)
Using your bracelet, tell your story to someone else in your class. Take home your bracelet and
tell someone in your family the story of your salmon.
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Write your reflections about the bead chart
and salmon story activity:

Does this help you to remember the salmon life cycle? Why or why not?

Will you tell your story differently next time? What will you change and why?

Who will you tell your story to?

What was your favorite story from your classmates and why?
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Salmon Observations Log

LOG OF _____________________________________________
SPECIES OF SALMON OBSERVED ____________________________
DATE SALMON EGGS WERE FERTILIZED______________________
DATE SALMON EGGS ARRIVED _____________________________
HATCHERY SALMON EGGS CAME FROM______________________
DATE RELEASED______________________________
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Salmon Aquarium System
Every system has a function. What is the function of the Salmon Aquarium System?

Draw and label the Salmon Aquarium System. (See the table on the next page for a
list of system parts).
• Include living and non-living parts.
• Identify inputs and outputs to the system.

Inputs (Needs of the Salmon):

Outputs (Changes):
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Every part of a system has a function
1. What is the function of each part of the Salmon Aquarium System?
Part
Gravel/rocks

Function in the System

Chiller (temperature)
Pump/bubbles (air)
Salmon eggs
Light entering system
Filter
Water

2. Identify which parts of the system are non-living.

3. Name 1 subsystem within the Aquarium System and explain why it is a
subsystem.

4. What would happen if the pump stopped working?
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Stream Habitat System
Light
Air

Label the parts indicated by the arrows in the stream habitat system picture.
1. What forms of energy are present in the habitat system pictured?

2. Identify inputs and outputs of matter and energy in the habitat system.
Inputs
Outputs

3. Identify the energy transfers and transformations in the habitat system
pictured:
Transfer:
_______________energy transfers from ______________ to ____________.
Transformation:
____________energy changes to ___________ energy in ______________.
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The Salmon Aquarium Model of a Stream Habitat Ecosystem
Focus Question: How is the salmon aquarium system a model for a
stream habitat?
What is the same about the Salmon Aquarium System and the stream
habitat?

What is different?
Salmon Aquarium System

Stream Habitat
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The Salmon Aquarium Model of a Stream Habitat Ecosystem

1. Identify 3 ways the salmon aquarium and the stream habitat system are
the same.

2. Identify 3 things that are missing from the Salmon Aquarium model that
are in the stream habitat system?

3. If there were no salmon aquarium to use as a model, what would we
have to do to observe and study salmon development?
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Salmon Egg Observations
Draw and label what you see.

Date__________________

One other thing I observed is…

The eggs remind me of…

I wonder about…

I could find answers to my questions by…
4-7

Observation of Salmon Eggs
Day Number _____
1. Describe the color and size of the eggs.

2. The salmon eggs are…
In bunches
Among the gravel/rocks
3. Estimate how many eggs are in the tank?________
4. What fraction/percent seems to be moving about?_______

5. How many eggs (if any) have hatched? __________
(If too many to count, make an estimate.)

6. What fraction/percent is that of the total number of eggs?________

7. How many eggs have died (white)? _________

8. What fraction/percent of the total number of eggs have died?_______
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Salmon Alevin Observations
Draw and label what you see.

Date______________

One other thing I observed is…

Do all of the alevin look the same? Describe any differences that you
see.

I wonder about…
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Observation of Salmon Alevin
Day number____
1. Describe the color, size, and markings of the alevin.

2. Describe how the alevin move (swim? bounce? float?).

3. Where are they? (bunched up? corners of tank? next to bubbles? in
groups next to the glass?)

4. Are they bunched by size or behavior? If so, describe.

5. Shine the flashlight on the salmon alevin for several seconds. What did
they do?
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Salmon Fry Observations
Draw and label what you see.

Date___________________

Describe 3 fry behaviors and explain how these might help salmon
survive in freshwater or saltwater.
Behavior

How it helps salmon survive
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Observation of Salmon Fry
Day number____
1. Describe the color, size, and markings of the fry.

2. Are all sizes mixed or are they bunched by size?
3. How many fins does each fry have? _____________
4. Observe how one fry is able to move when it moves different parts of its
body (moves straight ahead? turns direction? darts? holds in place?
stops?)
Body Parts and Function
Part of body that fry moves
Big fin on top

What happens

Pairs of fins on bottom
Tail

5. Describe how the fry behaves when fed.

6. Shine the flashlight on the fry for a few seconds. What did they do?
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Salmon Dependence on Habitat
Focus Questions: What are the dependent relationships of salmon as they develop from eggs to fry in the Salmon Aquarium System
and the stream habitat? How do land and water ecosystems affect salmon?
In the table below:
• Describe how the needs of the salmon are met in the Aquarium System and in a stream habitat system.
• Then list threats to those needs being met in a stream habitat.

Dependent Relationships - Salmon Development Needs
What do salmon need as
they hatch and develop
into fry?
Eggs need Water
temperature 5-9 ° C (41-48 °F)
Eggs need oxygen

How their needs are met in
the salmon aquarium

How their needs are met in a
stream habitat

Threats to the stream that can
affect this need being met

Eggs need clean water
Alevin need water
temperature 5-14° C (41-57 °F)
Alevin need oxygen
Alevins need places to
avoid light
Alevin need clean water
Fry need air for buoyancy
(floating)
Fry need to eat
Fry need oxygen
Fry need clean water
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Use Your Knowledge of Ecosystems to Make Inferences about Salmon
1. Why doesn’t the Salmon Aquarium need producers in order for the eggs to hatch
and develop into fry?

2. What could happen in the Salmon Aquarium System so that the salmon eggs do
NOT hatch into alevin and develop into fry?

3. What could happen in the stream habitat system so that salmon eggs do not
hatch into alevin and develop into fry?

4. What can people do to protect salmon streams?
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Reflection page
When we released the salmon fry into______________________ (name of creek,
steam or lake) I felt…

3 things I learned about salmon are…

2 ways I can protect salmon stream habitat are…

1 way my observation skills improved when observing the salmon aquarium is…
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Using Salmon Aquariums in Schools
Connections to Core Science Curriculum

SALMON LOG
FOURTH AND FIFTH GRADE SALMON IN THE SCHOOLS
Ecosystems

This Salmon log directly supports student understanding of systems and life science
concepts as described in the Washington State Science Standards. These log entries
are designed as a coherent and holistic set of observations over time.
Students observe the aquarium as a system and use the aquarium as a model to study
salmon development. Students will make observations during various stages of salmon
development from eggs to alevin to fry.
An optional temperature investigation can be found in a separate packet. It requires
daily temperature measurements.
Follow the learning cycle as you use these Salmon Log entries to promote
observation, reflection, and application of life science concepts learned in the
Ecosystems Unit to the salmon in the Salmon Aquarium at your school.
If classes haven’t done the unit yet, just focus on the concept of the ecosystem and
using the aquarium as a model.

Developed by Pacific Education Institute in consultation with Seattle Public Schools Instructional Services
with support from Seattle Public Utilities and the Salmon Education Alliance (version 1.0.113)
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Fourth and Fifth Grade Salmon in Schools
Salmon Log
Salmon Log Concepts
1. Salmon Aquarium Observations
2. The Salmon Aquarium as a System.
3. The Stream Habitat System.
4. Salmon Life Cycle Observations and Salmon Dependence on Habitat table
5. Releasing Salmon Fry Reflection page
Student Handouts (provided)
• Salmon Eggs handout 5.1 Ecosystem 4-5 salmonegghandout page 113 and 114
• Salmon Alevin handout 6.2 Ecosystems 4-5 salmonalevin handout page 136
1. Salmon Fry handout 7.2 Ecosystems4-5 fryhandout page161.
2. Stormwater Pollution 7.5 2 pages Ecosystems4-5 fryhandout 165 and 166
Teacher Background Materials (provided)
• Salmon life cycles overview-Ecosystem background of life cycle4-5 grades pages
11 and 12
• Salmon background on needs and threats to salmon during life cycle stages
Ecosystem4-5backgroundthreats
• Temperature Interaction unit (Optional)
1. Engagement for Aquarium Observations
Before starting aquarium observations it is a good idea to give student an overview of
what they will be learning about over the next 3-5 months. Students will use the salmon
tank for learning and reinforcing the life science concepts in the Ecosystems Unit.
1. Tell students that the school will be receiving/using a salmon aquarium with
salmon eggs to observe over the next 3-5 months to watch the salmon
develop from eggs into fry and then to release them into________.
2. Tell students that the aquarium is a model of the stream habitat where
salmon eggs develop into fry before heading to the ocean. As a model the
aquarium simulates the needs (conditions) that salmon eggs require (depend
on) to develop into alevin and then fry. We then release the salmon fry into a
stream so they can finish their life cycle in the Puget Sound and the ocean
before returning to spawn in the stream. Scientists use models to study
systems when they are too large to study directly and to understand some
aspect of the natural world. Tell students that just like scientists they will be
using the salmon aquarium to learn about salmon development needs and
the salmon life cycle.
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3. Tell students that over the next 3-5 months they will be:
1. Making general observations of the aquarium
2. Measuring temperature daily (optional see separate packet)
3. Observing salmon when they are eggs, alevin, and fry and reading
about their habitat needs.
4. Releasing salmon into ______local stream.
2. The Salmon Aquarium as a System
1. Temperature (Optional).Decide on what time of day will be best to record
the daily temperature. On day 1 when the salmon arrive have students fill out
the cover of their log with the information you have. Then take the water
temperature. Plan on how temperature will be taken each day so it can be
done the same way each time. (controlled variable) Have students record the
temperature on the calendar page in the log. Continue to take temperature
every day, record, and follow the instructions in the Salmon Temperature
Interaction lesson (on disc).
2. Soon after the Salmon eggs arrive have students draw and label the Salmon
Aquarium System. The list of parts students should identify is in the table on
page 3. Have students list inputs and outputs and answer the questions on
page 3. Note: for any system, inputs are matter and energy that are entering
the system and outputs are matter and energy leaving or changing in the
system. (If students have not had the Ecosystems science unit yet, consider
checking out books about salmon from the library for students to use as resources.)

3. Discuss with students their answers to the questions and check for
understanding of the aquarium as a system and any problems seeing the
aquarium as a system.

3. Stream Habitat System
1. Back in the classroom, have students observe the drawing of the stream
habitat. Have students label the stream habitat.
2. Again have students think about energy and record inputs and outputs.
(Questions 1 and 2). Then students are asked for 1 energy transfer and 1
transformation of energy that is happening in the stream habitat system.
Below is a list of examples.
Transfer of Energy
First location
Second location
Heat energy
rocks
water
Heat energy
air
water
Sound energy
stream
air
Sound energy
air
People’s ears
Energy of motion (kinetic)
stream
Soil, rocks, pebbles
Food energy
salmon
bear
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Transformation
Form of energy
Light energy

Changes to form of
energy
Food energy

Where

In the producers (trees,
plants, algae)
Light energy
Heat energy
In the air, water, rocks,
people, animals
Energy of motion (kinetic) In the consumers
Food energy
(animals, people)
3. Now it is time for students to compare the Salmon Aquarium System and the
Stream Habitat System. Have students fill out the box and T chart by putting
the ways the stream habitat and the aquarium are similar into the box on top
and listing the ways they are different below where the lines are. Note: it is
important that students align traits across from each other in the T chart.
Example: “The Salmon Aquarium System has a chiller to keep the water at a
certain temperature” should be across from “the fast moving water outdoors
that is shaded keeps the water cooler in the stream”. The aligned trait is “cool
temperature”. Have students answer the questions on the page that follows.
4. Discuss questions with students and check for understanding.
4. Salmon Life cycle Observations and Salmon Dependence on Habitat
Salmon Eggs Observations
1. On a different day allow students plenty of time to draw and label the salmon
eggs as well as describe the eggs in the aquarium.
2. Have students spend some time using the sentence starters to be more
descriptive.
3. Go over estimating how many eggs are in the aquarium and the fraction that
seems to be moving.
4. Go over how many eggs have died (they have turned white) and have students
record what fraction of the eggs have died.
5. Back in the classroom, as a class or individually, read the handout about salmon
eggs. Labeled 5.1 pages 113 and 114 from Ecosystem 4-5 salmonegghandout.
6. Have students find the 3 needs of salmon eggs shared in the reading and
underline them in the reading. Have students share out and record them on a
chart. Have students turn to page 14 in their logs. Have them underline the 3
needs just listed on the board in the table for eggs.
7. Discuss with students how these needs of the eggs are met in the aquarium and
write them in the table and display overhead. Have students record in the table
on page 14.
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8. Remind them that the aquarium is a model of the stream habitat. Ask students to
think about how the needs of eggs are met in the stream habitat. Have them
record those in the table and share out.
9. Brainstorm what threats there are to salmon eggs while they are in streams and
record them in the table.
Salmon Alevin
1. Have students put the day number and date on the Salmon Alevin Observation
pages.
2. Allow students plenty of time to draw and label the alevin as well as describe the
alevin in the aquarium.
3. Have students spend some time using the sentence starters to be more
descriptive.
4. Discuss where the alevin get their food (chemical) energy to grow. (It was
already in the egg).
5. Shine the flashlight on the alevin. What happens? Have students record.
Discuss what happens when you shine the flashlight. Ask students why they
think the alevin respond that way.
6. Have students read the handout 6.2 about salmon alevin page136 from
Ecosystems 4-5 salmonalevin handout p.136 or use another book or resource to
provide information about salmon alevin.
7. Have students underline in the handout the needs salmon alevin have for
development. Have students share out and record on a chart.
8. Go to page 14 of the log and discuss with students about the needs of the alevin
in the aquarium from the handout you just read. Remind them that the aquarium
is a model of the stream habitat. Have students share out how salmon alevin
needs are met in the tank. On the chart, record how the salmon alevin needs are
met in the aquarium and have students record them on their table in the log.
9. Have students think about how those needs are met in the salmon stream and
record those on the table.
10. Brainstorm what threats there are to salmon alevin while they are in streams and
have students record those in the table as well.
Salmon Fry
1. Have students put the day number and date on the Salmon Fry Observation
pages.
2. Allow students plenty of time to draw and label the fry as well as describe the fry
in the aquarium.
3. Have students describe fry behavior in the tank.
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4. Discuss how fry behave when fed. How is their behavior similar to their behavior
looking for food in streams?
5. Discuss what happens when you shine the flashlight. Ask students why they
think the fry respond that way. Discuss their ideas of how the fry behavior helps
them survive in their stream habitat. Have students record in their log.
6. Have students read the handout about salmon fry 7.2 from Ecosystems4-5
fryhandout p.161.
7. Go to page 14 of the log and discuss with students about the needs of the fry in
the aquarium from the page you just read. Remind them that the aquarium is a
model of the stream habitat. Have students share out how salmon fry needs are
met in the aquarium. In the table have students write down how the salmon fry
needs are met in the aquarium.
8. Have students think about how those needs are met in the salmon stream and
record those on the table.
9. Brainstorm what threats there are to salmon fry while they are in streams and
record.
10. Answer the questions 1-3 on the next page either individually or as a class.
11. As a review of the salmon life cycle read Salmon Stream by Carol Reed-Jones or
other books on the salmon. After the reading ask students the guiding questions
for reading about organisms from the Ecosystems Unit.
a.
b.
c.
d.

Where does the organism live? (What is its habitat?)
What role or roles does the salmon play in the ecosystem?
What does the salmon do when it is playing this role or these roles?
What does the salmon depend on in its habitat? What does it need in order to
survive?
e. What other information is interesting about it?

Threats to Salmon-The Stormwater Connection
1. Have students read Stormwater Pollution (handout) 7.5 pages 165 and 166.
Have students add any specifics they learned to the threats to salmon table.
2. Ask students, “What were some things listed in the reading about what people
could do?”
3. Brainstorm other specifics that people can do to protect salmon streams. Have
students answer question 4 on the last page about people can do.

4. Releasing Salmon Fry and Reflection

1. Have students reflect on how they felt releasing their salmon fry into the water
body listed on your permit.
2. Have students reflect on the whole unit.
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Fourth and Fifth Grade Salmon in the Schools -Salmon Log
Washington State Science Standards and Performance Expectations
EALR1 Systems- Complex Systems
4-5 SYSA Systems contain subsystems
Identify at least one of the subsystems of an object, plant, or animal (e.g., an airplane contains
subsystems for propulsion, landing, and control).
4-5 SYSC Systems have inputs and outputs. Changes in inputs may change the outputs
of a system
Describe what goes into a system (input) and what comes out of a system (output) (e.g., when
making cookies, inputs include sugar, flour, and chocolate chips; outputs are finished cookies).
Describe the effect on a system if its input is changed (e.g., if sugar is left out, the cookies will
not taste very good).
4-5 SYSD One defective part can cause a subsystem to malfunction, which in turn will
affect the system as a whole
Predict what might happen to a system if a part in one or more of its subsystems is missing,
broken, worn out, mismatched, or misconnected (e.g. the watershed is a system. In cities, rain
water that feeds the creeks washes over streets and yards and into storm drains that lead
directly to the creeks. Pollution in urban runoff can kill aquatic species or make them ill and can
impair salmon’s ability to navigate to home stream. High flows due to impervious surfaces can
cause erosion and damage to creek habitat or salmon redds).

EALR 2-Inquiry –Planning Investigations

4-5 INQA- Scientific investigations involve asking and answering questions and
comparing the answers with evidence from the real world
Identify the questions being asked in an investigation. Gather scientific evidence that helps to
answer a question
4-5 INQB-Scientists plan and conduct different kinds of investigations, depending on the
questions they are trying to answer. Types of investigations include systematic
observations and descriptions, field studies, models, and open-ended explorations as
well as controlled experiments.
Given a research question, plan an appropriate investigation, which may include systematic
observations, field studies, models, open-ended explorations, or controlled experiments
4-5 INQD- Investigations involve systematic collection and recording of relevant
observations and data.
Gather, record, and organize data using appropriate units, tables, graphs, or maps
4-5 INQF- A scientific model is a simplified representation of an object, event, system, or
process created to understand some aspect of the natural world. When learning from a
model, it is important to realize that the model is not exactly the same as the thing being
modeled.
Use the model to learn something about the event, system, or process.
Explain how the model is similar to and different from the thing being modeled
4-5 INQH- Scientists communicate the results of their investigations verbally and in
writing. They review and ask questions about the results of other scientists’ work
Display the findings of an investigation using tables, graphs, or other visual means to represent
the data accurately and meaningfully
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EALR 4: Life Science – Structures and Functions of Living Organisms Structures and
Behaviors
4-5 LS1B Plants and animals have different structures and behaviors that serve different
functions
List parts of an animal’s body and describe how it helps the animal meet its basic needs (e.g.,
the bones support the body so it can move; the blood carries food and oxygen throughout the
body).
Describe the function of a given animal behavior (e.g., salmon swim upstream to spawn, owls
hunt at night when prey are vulnerable
4-5 LS1C Certain structures and behaviors enable plants and animals to respond to
changes in their environment
Give examples of how plants and animals respond to their environment (e.g., many plants grow
toward the light, animals hide when they see a predator).
4-5 LS1D Plants and animals have structures and behaviors that respond to internal
needs
Give examples of how plants and animals respond to internal needs (e.g., plants wilt when they
don’t have water; animals seek food when they are hungry)
EALR 4: Life Science – Ecosystems, Food Webs
4-5 LS2E Plants and animals change the ecosystem where they live. Sometimes the
change reduces the ability of another to survive there.
Describe how one population may affect other plants and/or animals in the ecosystem (e.g.
people build cities. Storm drains carry polluted runoff from streets and yards to creeks and lakes
and Puget Sound impacting aquatic organisms like salmon).
4-5 LS2F People affect ecosystems both positively and negatively
Describe ways that humans can improve the health of ecosystems (e.g., stencil storm drains to
educate people about preventing pollution , raise salmon in schools, plant trees to prevent
flooding and erosion).
Describe ways that humans can harm the health of ecosystems (e.g., overuse of garden
chemicals, littering, car leaks…runoff carries pollution to storm drains which lead to creeks and
waterways)
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(Teacher Key)

Salmon Observations Log
Grades 4 and 5
Ecosystems

LOG OF _____________________________________________
SPECIES OF SALMON OBSERVED ____________________________
DATE SALMON EGGS WERE FERTILIZED______________________
DATE SALMON EGGS ARRIVED _____________________________
HATCHERY SALMON EGGS CAME FROM______________________
DATE RELEASED______________________________
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Salmon Aquarium System
The function of the Salmon Aquarium System is to produce salmon fry to release into our
local stream ecosystem.
Draw and label the Salmon Aquarium System. Include Living and non-living parts.
See the table on the opposite page for a list of system parts.
Identify inputs and outputs to the system.

Inputs (Needs of the Salmon):

Outputs (Changes):

Air (oxygen), cooled water, light,

CO2 from eggs, waste from

heat from room

egg development, water
evaporating, air bubbling out
from bubbler
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FOCUS QUESTION: What is the function of each of these parts of the
Salmon Aquarium System?
1. What does each part do for the system?
Part
Gravel/rocks

Function in the System

Protected place for eggs to develop

Chiller (temperature)

Keep water temperature cool enough for salmon
egg development

Pump/Bubbles (air)

Provide oxygen (air) for eggs and later alevin and
fry

Salmon Eggs

To develop into alevin and fry

Light entering system To allow alevin and fry to see
Filter

To clean the waste produced by the developing
salmon eggs and cleaning any eggs that die

Water

To provide a place for salmon to live (habitat)

2. Identify which parts of the system are non-living.
Gravel, rocks, pump, cooler, light, filter, water

3. Name 1 subsystem within the Aquarium System and explain why it is a

subsystem. Example: The pump is a subsystem of the Salmon Aquarium
system because it serves a function and also has parts that are interconnected.
4.

What would happen if the pump stopped working? The salmon eggs would
die without oxygen (air).
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Stream Habitat System
Light
Air
Plant
Otter

Gravel
Salmon

Fry or smolt

Here is a picture of a stream habitat system. Label the parts indicated by the
arrows.
1. What forms of energy are present in the habitat system pictured?
Light, heat, food, energy of motion (kinetic), sound

2. Identify inputs and outputs of matter and energy in the habitat system.
Inputs

Outputs

Water, oxygen (air), light, salmon,

Wastes from organisms, water, CO2,

salmon eggs, CO2,

Oxygen from Trees

Rocks, silt

3. Energy transfers and transformations:
a. Transfer: heat energy transfers from rocks (or air) to water.
b. Transformation: light energy changes to food energy in the plants. See
longer list in teacher directions packet.
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Salmon Aquarium Model of Stream Habitat Ecosystem
Focus Question: How is the salmon aquarium system a model for a stream
habitat?
The Salmon Aquarium System is a model of the habitat where salmon hatch
and develop into fry. Describe how they are the same and different.

•

Both have water and rocks and gravel where salmon eggs
develop into alevin and fry

•

Both have oxygen in the water

•

The eggs, alevin, and fry produce waste in both

•

Provide food for the fry

•

Cool water temperatures for fry development

•

Things can go wrong in both systems

Water is kept cool by a cooler

Water kept cool by cooler outdoor temp and shade from

Oxygen is provided by a pump

Oxygen is provide in the water

Salmon eggs are protected

Eggs are eaten by other animals and silt can kill them

Salmon Fry must be released

Fry will just swim downstream
There are plants, trees, bugs, soil, lots of rocks of
different sizes
Salmon fry will find food (insects, plankton) in their

There are just rocks and/or gravel
Salmon Fry must be fed

trees

habitat
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Salmon Aquarium as a Model of Stream Habitat System
1. Identify 3 ways the salmon aquarium and the stream habitat system are
the same.
They both provide cool temperatures, oxygen, and gravel for eggs to develop in.

2. Identify 3 things that are missing from the Salmon Aquarium model that
are in the stream habitat system?
Producers-trees, shrubs, plants
Consumers, other fish, insects for the fry to eat
Food web
Soil

3. If there were no salmon aquarium to use as a model, what would we
have to do to observe and study salmon development?
We would have to go outside by a stream at various times of the year in all kinds of
weather to observe salmon development.
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Salmon Eggs Observations
Draw and label what you see.

Date__________________

One other thing I observed is…

The eggs remind me of…

I wonder about…

I could find answers to my questions by…
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Observation of Salmon Eggs
Day Number _____
1. Describe the color and size of the eggs.

2. The salmon eggs are…
in bunches
among the gravel/rocks
3. Estimate how many eggs are in the aquarium?________
4. What fraction/percent seems to be moving about?_______

5. How many eggs (if any) have hatched? __________
(If too many to count, make an estimate.)

6. What fraction/percent is that of the total number of eggs?________

7. How many eggs have died (white)? _________

8. What fraction/percent is of the total number of eggs have died?
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Salmon Alevin Observations
Draw and label what you see.

Date______________

One other thing I observed is…

Do all of the alevin look the same? Describe any differences that you
see.

I wonder about…
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Observation of Salmon Alevin
Day number____
1. Describe the color, size, and markings of the alevin.

2. Describe how the alevin move (swim? bounce? float?).

3. Where are they (bunched up? corners of tank? next to bubbles? in groups
next to the glass?)?

4. Are they bunched by size or behavior? If so, describe.

5. Shine the flashlight on the salmon alevin for several seconds. What did
they do?
Why do you think they
responded that way?
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Salmon Fry Observations
Draw and label what you see.

Date___________________

Describe 3 fry behaviors and explain how these might help salmon
survive in freshwater or saltwater.
Behavior

How it helps salmon survive

Darting away from light

Allows it to get away from predators

Feeding behavior

Allows it to gather food from the stream

Swimming fast

Allows it to gather food and get away from
predators
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Observation of Salmon Fry
Day number____
1. Describe the color, size, and markings of the fry.

2. Are all sizes mixed or are they bunched by size?
3. How many fins does each fry have? _____________
4. Observe what happens when one fry moves different parts of its body
(straight ahead? turn? dart? hold in place? stop?)
Part of body that fry moves

What happens

Big fin on top

Pairs of fins on bottom

Tail

5. Describe how the fry behave when fed.

6. Shine the flashlight on them for a few seconds. What did they do?
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Salmon Dependence on Habitat
Focus Questions: What are the dependent relationships of salmon as they develop from eggs to fry in the Salmon Aquarium System
and the stream habitat? How do land and water ecosystems affect salmon?
In the table below:
• Describe how the needs of salmon eggs, alevin, and fry are met in the Salmon Aquarium System and in a stream habitat
system.
• Then list threats to those needs being met in a stream habitat.

Dependence-Salmon Development Needs
Salmon Needs as
they hatch and
develop into fry

How needs are met in the
Salmon Aquarium
System

How needs are met in the
Stream Habitat

Eggs need Water temperature
5-9 ° C (41-48 °F)

Water cooler with thermostat

Shade from trees along streams.
Large woody debris

Eggs need oxygen

Air pump, eggs not buried in silt

Eggs need clean water
Alevin need water temperature
5-14° C (41-57 °F)

Water is filtered
Water cooler with thermostat

Alevin need oxygen
Alevins need places to avoid
light
Alevin need clean water
Fry need air for buoyancy
(floating)
Fry need to eat

Air pump
Rocks in tank

Clear water without lots of silt, cold flowing
water. Shade could this be listed here
Clean water from a non-polluting watershed
Shade from trees along streams and Large
woody debris
Cold flowing water has oxygen in it
Wood, rocks

Water is filtered
Air at top of tank

Clean water from a non-polluting watershed
Air

Food provided

Fry need oxygen
Alevin need clean water – this
is a repeat from above

Air Pump
Water is filtered to take out dead
material and chlorine – add to cell
above?

Plankton in water - larval and adult,
terrestrial and aquatic insects, rotting fish
carcasses, fish eggs
Cold flowing water that has oxygen in it
Clean water from a non-polluting watershed

Threats to this need
being met in the stream
habitat
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1. Why doesn’t the Salmon Aquarium need producers in order for the eggs to hatch
and develop into fry?

2. What could happen in the Salmon Aquarium System so that the salmon eggs do
NOT hatch into alevin and develop into fry?

3. What could happen in the stream habitat system so that salmon eggs would not
hatch into alevin and develop into fry?

4. What can people do to protect salmon streams?
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Reflection page
When we released the salmon fry into____________________(name of stream,
creek or lake) I felt…

Three things I learned about salmon are…

Two ways I can protect salmon stream habitat are…

One way my observation skills improved when observing the salmon aquarium…
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Background information


life cycles

Pacific salmon move through several distinct stages
in their lives, as do all living things. Each generation
begins a new generation and another set of life
stages. We refer to this process as a life cycle. In
salmon, each stage of the life cycle takes place in a
specific habitat and has specific needs.
The stages in the life of Pacific salmon are: 
•	 Eggs: In late fall, adult salmon deposit
thousands of eggs in a redd, a gravel depression
in a flowing stream or on a lake shoreline, and
cover the eggs with more gravel. The eggs,
always sensitive to temperature, are particularly
sensitive to movement at this stage and need
to remain undisturbed in the gravel. As cold,
clean water containing oxygen flows through
the gravel, an embryo develops in the fertilized
egg, and after about one month eyes become
visible. The embryo gets the food it needs
from the yolk of the egg and oxygen from the
water. Disturbances, such as changing water
temperature, speed of water flow and polluted
water or silt deposited on the stream or lake
bed, can destroy the eggs. In early spring, the
surviving embryos break through the membrane
of the egg and hatch out. They can move
through the gravel, but they still face many
threats: silt can still smother them, changes in
water temperature or speed of water flow can be
harmful, and predators catch many. 
•	

Alevins: (The A is pronounced either AY as
in play, or AH as in cat.) Alevins are mobile
embryos. The yolk sac is still attached and
provides food for the alevin for two to three
months as it continues to develop, hidden in
the gravel. Alevins extract oxygen from the
flowing water by using their gills. They can move
through the gravel, but silt can still smother
them.

•	

Fry:  Once the yolk sacs have been fully absorbed,
the alevins leave the gravel to search for food.
They emerge from the stream- or lakebed,
usually in late spring, and swim to the surface.
At the surface, they swallow air to inflate an
internal swim bladder, which overcomes their
natural body weight so they can achieve neutral
buoyancy, allowing them to move easily up or
down in the water. Salmon fry generally swim in
a small territory and feed on whatever aquatic
organisms drift through it. For protective
colouring, they develop dark bars on their skin
known as Parr marks, which disappear in the next
stage of their lives. Depending on the species,
they spend from a few days to a few years in
their home stream or lake. At this stage, the
fry learn to recognize their home, primarily by
characteristic smells created in the water by
rocks, plant life and other aquatic organisms. 

•	

Smolts: After their time in a stream or lake,
salmon migrate downstream. When they reach
the estuary where the river meets the ocean,
they spend some time there as smolts, adapting
to the salt water. Smolts gradually develop the
ability to swallow salt water and expel the salt
in their urine and through their gills. They also
begin to form scales on their skin, giving them a
silvery colour. Estuary life is abundant with food,
so smolts can grow rapidly, but estuaries are also
home to many predators, such as birds, reptiles
and larger fish, and also to human development. 

•	

Adults: Salmon migrate into the ocean, where
they grow to adulthood with silvery bellies
and darker backs. Each species migrates to a
particular part of the north Pacific coast, from
California to the Gulf of Alaska, sometimes
ranging thousands of kilometres. They eat
smaller ocean fish and krill (tiny crustaceans),
and grow to their mature weight. Predators
include large fish, fish-eating birds, marine
mammals and human fishers. After a time,
varying from one to seven years, they return and
congregate at the mouth of their river of origin.
UNIT 2: Life Cycle and Habitat
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•	

Spawners: When they enter their river of
origin in the fall and begin to travel upstream,
salmon stop eating and their bodies begin to
change. Using stored energy, they travel 30
to 50 kilometres upstream per day, often past
waterfalls and fallen obstacles. On the way,
some become food for eagles, bears, otters and
people. When they reach the area where they

lived as fry, a female digs a redd with her tail
and selects a mate. She deposits her eggs and
the male releases his milt to fertilize them. The
female then covers the eggs with fresh gravel
and usually digs other redds for other males to
fertilize. While a single coho salmon produces
about one thousand eggs, other species can
produce several thousand. Both male and female
die within a few days of laying the eggs. Their
carcasses contribute essential nutrients that
fertilize the rearing area for the next generation
of fry. 

___________
________________
...........................
__ . __ . __ . __ . _
__ __ __ __ __ __
.___..___..___..___

12	

Sockey Salmon
ChumSalmon
Salmon
Chum
ChinookSalmon
Salmon
Chinook
CohoSalmon
Salmon
Coho
PinkSalmon
Salmon
Pink
Steelhead
Salmon
Steelhead Salmon
Sockeye Salmon

Illustration: Donald Gunn 

Salmon seem to use a variety of visual and
magnetic clues to navigate the ocean, then rely
mainly on their sense of smell to identify their
home stream or lake.
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Background Information
In addition to the information in "Handout 10.1: Salmon Survival”
the following information may be useful:

Salmon life cycle needs and threats
Life cycle stage

Needs
Habitat

Egg
• Head and body formation begins
• Organ formation
begins
• Eyes become visible

Alevin
• Embryo breaks
through egg membrane
• Oxygen absorbed
through gills
• Lives in gravel
spaces

Fry
• Inflates swim bladder
• Catches food
• Exhibits darting
reflex
• Avoids light
• Guards territory
• Imprints home
scent

Predators

Other

• Oxygenated water
• Yolk of egg
• Temperature from 5º
to 9ºC
• Silt-free gravel bed
• Steady water flow
• Stream cover

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Trout
Sucker
Squawfish
Whitefish
Kingfisher
Gull
Merganser
Mink
Otter

• Gravel movement
• Drastic change in
water temperature
• Drastic change in
water level
• Siltation
• Fine sediment
• Disease
• Pollution

• Oxygenated water
• Yolk sac
• Temperature from 5º
to 14ºC
• Silt-free gravel bed
• Steady water flow
• Stream cover

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Trout
Sucker
Squawfish
Whitefish
Kingfisher
Gull
Merganser
Mink
Otter

• Gravel movement
• Drastic change in
water temperature
• Drastic change in
water level
• Siltation
• Fine sediment
• Disease
• Pollution

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Trout
Sucker
Squawfish
Whitefish
Kingfisher
Gull
Merganser
Mink
Otter

• Gravel movement
• Drastic change in
water temperature
• Drastic change in
water level
• Siltation
• Fine sediment
• Disease
• Pollution
• Blockage of migration route

• Stream cover
• Oxygenated water
• Temperature from 5
to 14ºC
• Even water level
and flow

Food

Threats

• Larval and adult
terrestrial and
aquatic insects,
(e.g. mayfly, caddisfly, true flies)
• Rotting fish carcasses
• Fish eggs

UNIT 1: Building Knowledge
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Life cycle stage

Needs
Habitat

Food

Smolt
• Migrates to estuary • Unpolluted water in • Zooplankton (coperiver and estuary
pods amphipods,
• Adapts to salt water
• Estuary vegetation
euphausids)
• Developes scales
for shelter
• Insects, (e.g.
and silver colour
beetles, ants, grassdevelop
hoppers, caterpil• Increases size
lars)
• Worms
• Sandfleas
• Shrimp

Ocean Phase Salmon
• Migrates into ocean
• Increases size
• Stocks intermingle,
then return to
home river

Spawner
• Eggs, milt develop
• Secondary sexual
characteristics
develop (colour,
shape, teeth)
• Scales absorbed
• Eating stops
• Organs degenerate

4

• Ocean water

• Zooplankton, (e.g.
amphipods, copepods, euphausids)
• Larval crustaceans,
(e.g. crab shrimp)
• Small fish, (e.g.
herring, squid,
mackerel)

• Migration route free • None
from obstructions
• Oxygenated water
• Cool clean water
• Silt-free gravel

Threats
Predators

Other

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Mackerel
Grayling
Trout
Char
Loon
Heron
Tern
Kingfisher
Hake
Pollack
Dogfish
Older salmon

• Filling or dredging
of estuary
• Pollution of estuary
• Diversion of river
water

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Tuna
Cod
Pollock
Hake
Lamprey
Gull
Heron
Cormorant
Seals
Whales
People

• "Lost" nets
• Ocean pollution
• Ocean temperature
change
• Fishing

•
•
•
•
•

Eagles
Bears
Otters
Minks
People

• Very high or low
water levels
• Warm river temperatures
• Obstructions (dams,
slides, log jams,
etc.)
• Diseases
• Pollution
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HANDOUT 5.1

Illustration: Karen Uldall-Ekman

Salmon Eggs

When adult salmon swim upstream to spawn
in the fall, the female chooses a site in a
stream with a gravel bed and plenty of flowing,
fresh water. With her body, she digs a shallow
depression called a redd, like a nest in the gravel.
Depending on the species and size, each female
lays from 2,000 to 6,000 round, pinky-orange
eggs, about 6 to 9 mm in diameter. Instead
of a hard shell like a chicken, each egg has a
soft, transparent wall. This wall, or membrane
offers little protection against predators or other
disturbances, so after the male fertilizes them the
female covers the eggs with gravel. Birds, bears
and raccoons eat the eggs if they can find them,
and flooding, pollution and disease also destroy
eggs.

Salmon eggs are very sensitive—only one in
10 survives to hatch. In the first days, even
a slight disturbance of the streambed can be
fatal. Changes in water level or temperature
can kill many eggs; they are also very sensitive
to pollution in the water. The eggs need pure,
clean water, with little silt and a small amount of
oxygen dissolved in the water.
Salmon begin to develop inside the egg. Because
they are cold-blooded, the water temperature
controls the rate at which the salmon develop.
The ideal temperature for salmon eggs is from
5 to 9ºC. The eggs will die above 20ºC or below
freezing. Eggs develop more slowly at lower
temperatures. (See the box on ATUs.)

UNIT 5: Salmon Eggs
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HANDOUT 5.1

Salmon Eggs
Salmon biologists use ATUs to measure
the heat an egg receives. ATU stands for
Accumulated Thermal Unit. It is the total
heat an egg receives over a period of
time. To calculate ATUs, you add the water
temperature each day to the total for the
previous days. For example, if the water
temperature is 8ºC on the first day, the
ATUs are 8. If the temperature is 8ºC again
on the second day, the ATUs are 16. If the
temperature falls to 6ºC on the third day, the
ATUs are 22.
The ATUs control the time a salmon takes to
develop. Coho salmon, for example, develop
as outlined below. (Other salmon species
have a slightly different schedule.)

Inside the egg, the developing salmon feeds
from a yolk sac. However, the embryo still needs
to get oxygen from air dissolved in the water
that flows through the gravel. Some oxygen
can pass through the wall of the egg. However,
if silt covers the gravel under which the egg is
buried, oxygen cannot transfer through the egg
membrane and the embryo can smother. The
embryo can also die if the water flows too slowly
and the dissolved oxygen cannot reach the egg.
As development progresses, the embryo begins
to move and wiggle around. At a certain point,
it releases a chemical that weakens the wall. The
embryo breaks through and wiggles out. It will
live the next stage of its life in the gravel as an
alevin.

Head and body
50 ATUs
(About 7 to 10 days)
Eyes begin to appear
220 ATUs
(About one month)
The salmon begins to move inside the egg
400 to 500 ATUs
(About two months)
The salmon hatches
700 to 800 ATUs
(About three months)

114
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HANDOUT 6.2

Salmon Alevins
Wiggling energetically, the salmon embryo in an
egg breaks through the egg lining and makes its
way out of its egg and into the gravel. For the
next 30 to 50 days, it lives as an alevin (A-le-vin
– the A can be pronounced like play or like cat) in
the dark spaces between the stones in the gravel
of its home stream. As with the egg, the rate of
an alevin’s development depends mainly on the
water temperature, which should range from 5°C
to 14°C.
The yolk sac, which remains attached to the
alevin’s belly, provides the food it needs. The sac
shrinks as the alevin develops, gradually allowing
it to move about more easily.
The alevin’s respiration, or breathing, system also
develops, allowing it to breathe through its gills.
Clear, flowing water is still important, but an
alevin can swim through spaces in the gravel away
from gravel that is too silty. Also, an alevin can
clear small amounts of silt from its gills, so it can
live in water that has more silt than salmon eggs
can accept.

Because alevins keep the orange colour of
the salmon egg and their yolk sac slows their
movements, they are an easy target for predators.
Alevins avoid light and live as much as 30 cm
down in the gravel. However, as they grow
stronger and their yolk sac grows smaller, they
begin to move up to the surface of the gravel.
They develop dark markings on their skin that help
them hide on the streambed.
When the yolk sac is completely absorbed, or
“buttoned up”, alevins are about 2.5 cm long. In
spring, when the water begins to warm and algae,
insects and plankton grow in lakes and rivers,
alevins emerge as fry to begin the next stage of
their life.
Adapted from Jim Wiese,
Salmon Below the Surface, pp 35-36

Alevins need cold running water that is rich in
oxygen and they need clean gravel with spaces in
which they can hide. Threats include predators in
the water, siltation, pollution, floods and other
activities that can disturb the gravel. People
can protect the alevins by keeping dirt or other
pollutants out of the water and by staying out of
stream gravel.
136
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Handout 6.1 

Illustration: Karen Uldall-Ekman

SALMON fry


When alevins finish the food in their yolk
sacs, they grow into fry. Fry catch their
own food. 
At first, fry cannot float in water. Fry sink
in water. To float they must swallow air.
They flutter their tail very hard to swim
up. When they reach the air, they swallow
large gulps. They keep air in a swim
bladder, like a balloon in their stomach.
Then they can swim up and down easily
by moving their fins. 

Plants beside the stream or lake keep the
water cool and shady. Fry can hide in
the shadows. Their skin changes colour
to help them hide. Dark lines called Parr
marks also help them hide. 
Birds and bigger fish try to eat fry.
Fry dart about very quickly to avoid
predators. 
Salmon fry remember where they grew up.
When they are adults, they will find their
way back to the same stream or lake. 

Once fry swim, they can chase food. They
catch small insects. They also eat bits of
animals that drift downstream. 
UNIT 6: Salmon Fry
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HANDOUT 7.2

Salmon Fry
Alevin emerge from the gravel to begin the next
stage of their life as “swim-up” fry, and then
“free-swimming” fry.
Rapidly vibrating their tail, they push themselves
up to the surface of the water and swallow a
mouthful of air. The air is not for breathing, but
to balance the weight of their body and allow
them to float in water. It goes into a swim
bladder, an organ like a balloon in their abdomen.
They may have to take several gulps until they
have enough air.
Fry are not strong enough to swim upstream, so
they drift downstream until they find calm pools
where they can feed. There, they defend a small
feeding territory from other fry. Salmon fry eat
the nymphs and larvae of insects such as stonefly,
mayfly, caddisfly and black fly. They also eat
plankton and some land insects that fall into the
water. They grow from about 2.5 cm to between
4.5 and 5.5 cm during the summer.
Many salmon fry are eaten by predators, including
birds and larger fish. To hide, salmon fry change
their skin colour. They develop camouflage
markings known as Parr marks, dark bars across
their bodies. The mixture of light and dark helps
them blend into the shadows on the stream bed
so they are harder to see. They also dart very
quickly from spot to spot.
Almost 90 per cent of all fry die from predators,
disease or lack of food. They still need fresh

flowing, cold water, with plenty of oxygen
and shade to keep the water from getting too
warm. People can help increase their survival
by protecting their environment from pollution,
flooding or blockages.
A crucial part of the salmon life cycle begins at
the fry stage— imprinting. Salmon fry remember
the smell of the water they grew up in. When they
return as adults, they try to find the same spot.
The rocks and soil in the stream bed, plant life
and other aquatic organisms all create the scent
that salmon return to. Changes in the environment
of the stream can confuse the returning salmon,
and prevent them from spawning.
Some salmon species spend just a few days in
their home stream, but most spend one to three
years.
•

Pink and chum spend one to three months in
fresh water.

•

Chinook, coho and sockeye spend about one
year.

•

Rainbow trout spend two to three years.

Then, they begin to migrate downstream to
the estuary where the river meets the ocean.
Sometimes, dams or other blockages prevent
salmon from travelling to the sea. They remain in
lakes and rivers through their entire life cycle, but
can continue to produce land-locked offspring.

UNIT 7: Salmon Fry
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Runoff Pollution
Water pollution in British Columbia comes from
many sources. Factories, farms, forest activities
and boating activities can leave wastes in the
water that is used by salmon.
People have changed their activities to reduce
pollution, but some kinds of pollution are hard to
stop. Runoff is an example.
In nature, when rain falls, most trickles into the
soil and gradually moves toward lakes and streams.
However, cities and buildings change that flow.
Roads, sidewalks and parking lots do not absorb
rainwater, nor can rain soak easily into hardpacked soil. Instead, rainwater flows across the
surface to drains or puddles.

When rain carries these pollutants into a drain,
it often flows to nearby streams. The pollutants
then flood into a water body, where they can
harm salmon and other organisms. The dirt can
harm their delicate gills. The chemicals can be
poisonous. Chemicals also kill insects and microorganisms that salmon need for food.
However, people can make a difference. Many
schools mark road drains to remind people that
wastes in the drain can harm nearby streams.
Some people are planting vegetation to support
loose soil that will absorb rainwater. New types of
pavement allow water to drain through the surface
into the soil below.

As rain flows across the surface, it can pick up
dirt, chemicals and micro-organisms that are
harmful to salmon. Harmful pollutants include:
•
•
•

oil that drips from cars onto the street;
air pollutants that settle on the ground;
fertilizers and herbicides sprayed near
the street;
• dirt kicked from a playground;
• paints and cleaners used on a parking lot;
• wastes that people dump onto the street.

UNIT 7: Salmon Fry
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Illustration: Donald Gunn

Runoff Pollution
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Salmon and Temperature Interaction
ATUs – Accumulated Thermal Units

Background for Accumulated Thermal Units- in many species, including birds and
fish, the amount of heat that eggs receive is the most important factor in determining
when the eggs will hatch. While birds get the heat needed from the parent’s bodies,
salmon get the heat they need from the water. In salmon and other fish when eggs
hatch is determined by heat accumulated over time and is measured in units called
accumulated thermal units (ATUs). Different types of salmon require different amounts
of accumulated thermal units. An ATU is the sum of water temperatures over a period of
time. For example, if the first day of incubation occurred when the water was 8 °C, the
second at 7 °C and the third at 9 °C, then the ATUs at the end of day three is 24-the
cumulative total. http://www.pac.dfo-mpo.gc.ca/education/documents/sicintersecinter/sic_intermediate_unithandouts_6.pdf p.136

Materials needed: Thermometer, overhead for ATU recording, recording sheets by
tank or other location, student logs, extra copies of Calendar page for prediction
practice.
Teacher Note: Directions for doing ATUs in Fahrenheit are given in ATU-Fahrenheit
Lesson
1. Begin monitoring temperature as soon as the eggs are in your school aquarium and
continue until all the viable eggs have hatched. Obtain the number of Accumulated
Thermal Units when the salmon eggs arrived.
2. Ask students to suggest reasons for birds sitting on their eggs before they hatch.
Then explain that a parent bird’s body provides heat which eggs need to develop.
Explain that in many species, including birds and fish, the amount of heat that eggs
receive is the most important factor in determining when the eggs will hatch. While
birds get the heat needed from the parent’s bodies, salmon get the heat they need
from the water. In salmon and other fish when eggs hatch is determined by heat
accumulated over time and is measured in units called accumulated thermal units
(ATUs). Different types of salmon require different amounts of accumulated thermal
units. An ATU is the sum of water temperatures over a period of time. For example,
if the first day of incubation occurred when the waterr was 8 °C, the second at 7 °C
and the third at 9 °C, then the ATUs at the end of day three is 24-the cumulative
total. Explain to students the needs of their type of salmon eggs. http://www.pac.dfompo.gc.ca/education/documents/sicinter-secinter/sic_intermediate_unithandouts_6.pdf p.136

T-1

Accumulated Temperature units (ATU’s) required to reach
important development stages in 3 types of salmon.
Species
Chinook
Chum Salmon
Coho Salmon

Stage
To hatch
To emergence (fry)
To hatch
To emergence (fry)
To hatch
To emergence (fry)

ATUs in °C
480-540
900-1000
475-525
900-1000
400-500
700-800

3. Engage your students in deciding what time of day to take temperature readings.
Have students record the hatchery ATUs in the space on the calendar log page.
Begin taking temperature readings and recording them on the calendars provided in
the journal.
4. After 3 days have students take out their calendar log pages. Put the paper
thermometer on the document camera to show the class. Start with day 1. Write
the date of day 1. Record the ATUs from the hatchery. Write day 1 temperature.
Then add to get day 1’s ATUs. Do this for day 2 and 3. Continue doing ATU’s using
the overhead thermometer each day after your class records the temperature.
5. Practice prediction.
i. Using a copy of the calendar log page. Fill in the starting ATUs.
ii. Then give students (or have them already on the sheets) 2 weeks of
aquarium temperature readings varying from 7-9 °C.
iii. Start with the ATUs when the salmon eggs arrived.
iv. Have students add each day’s temperature to the ATU from the day before
and record each day’s ATU until the 2 weeks of data have been added to
calculate the current day’s ATUs.
v. Compare this number to the number of ATUs needed for their type of salmon
to hatch in the table above. Ask students, “Will this be enough for eggs to
hatch?” (No it won’t). What if the next 2 weeks added the same number of
Thermal Units? Example: Starting with 200 ATU’s for 14 days let’s say we
added 112 ATUs (8°C aver per day) then we would have a total 312 ATU
Celsius ( -not enough to hatch. After another similar 14 days the total would
be 424 ATUs. This would be enough for Coho Salmon to start hatching, but
not the other species. See example on the next page

T-2

Salmon and Temperature Interaction

Accumulated Thermal (Heat) Units (ATU’s)
ATU’s when eggs arrived____200_________
Predicted hatch date______ Predicted Fry development date________
Record Accumulated Thermal (Heat) Units in the appropriate dates
January 2013

S
6

8

13 7
20
27

M
248
303

7

8

14 9
21
28

T

W

1

7

256

8

7

312

15

16

17

22

23

24

29

30

31

207
263

2

7

9

8

T
214
271

3

8

10 9

F
222
280

4

9

11 8
18
25

S
231
288

5

9

12 8
19

240
296

26

312 ATUs on January 14 would not be enough ATUs for any of the types of salmon to
hatch. Chinook need at least 480, Chum need at least 475 and Coho need at least 400
ATUs. 14 more days with a daily average temperature of 8 °C later on January 27 there
would be a total of424 ATUs enough for Coho Salmon to start hatching.

T-3

6. Make a prediction for your Aquarium. Start with the number of ATUs from the
hatchery. Measure the water temperature for a few days. Find the average daily
aquarium temperature. Subtract start ATUs from the needed ATUs for hatching.
Take this number and divide by the number of the daily average ATUs. This should
be a prediction of the number of days until hatching.
ATUs needed to hatch-ATUs (start) from hatchery
Average daily temperature °C

= Number of days until hatching

Have students count the number of days on their log calendar and put their
prediction in red.
Example:
480 ATUs (for Chinook to hatch)-200 ATUs from Hatchery = 35 days
8 °C
If eggs came on January 9, 35 days later would be February 13. So you would
expect eggs to start hatching around February 13.
7. After the eggs have hatched answer questions 1-4 on the page following the
calendar pages in the log.
8. Discuss with students how close their predictions were. Explain that these
predictions are a best guess using data for what will happen.
9. Now have students predict fry emergence in a similar manner and mark on their
calendars.
ATUs needed for fry to emerge-ATUs (start) from hatchery = Number of days until emerging
Average daily temperature °C
10. Continue measuring temperature until the the alevin become fry.
11. Once the alevin become fry have students answer the Salmon becoming fry
questions.
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PREDICTING SALMON HATCH
Students use accumulated thermal units to predict when salmon
eggs will hatch in their school aquarium.
LEARNING OBJECTIVES

STANDARDS
 Environment & Sustainability
 Life Science
THEME
Salmon



To understand what accumulated thermal units are and how fish
hatcheries use them to gauge the rate of egg development.



To appreciate that inexact methodology can nonetheless be a useful
tool in the study of biology.





To understand that many ecological factors contribute to biological function.

GRADES
4 - 12

To apply math to real-world problem-solving.
To gain experience in gathering specific data in a specific way.

PREPARATION
1. Begin this lesson as soon as eyed salmon eggs are in your school aquarium and continue until all
viable eggs have hatched.
2. Ask hatchery staff (or whoever delivered your eggs) to give you fertilization date, total ATUs as of the
day your eggs left the hatchery, and ATU total at hatch for similar eggs in the hatchery.
3. Decide if this study will involve everyone in your class or just a team.
4. Make a copy of "About Accumulated Thermal Units" handout for each participating student.
5. Make a copy of the ATU calendar page to post by the tank.
6. Go over the handout with students and, if you like, preview the study using a fictitious calendar,
perhaps with some entries missing.
7. Make estimates for weekends.
CONDUCTING THE STUDY
1. Engage students in deciding what time of day to take temperature readings and how to schedule
monitors.
2. Fill in the information at the top of the ATU calendar page.
3. Walk your students through recording one day's worth of data.
4. Spot check student math in calculating ATUs.
5. Engage students in predicting when the first eggs will hatch and when all viable eggs will finish
hatching.
6. At the conclusion of the study, walk students through what their findings were and what conclusions
they can make based on the data.
7. Engage students in evaluating





what worked well during the study and what could be improved
whether or not they would recommend repeating it next year
how the study might be enhanced.
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Salmon Tank Data Sheet

Start Date_____________________Hatch Date___________________
Fry Emergence Date____________ Release Date________________
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Notes
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SALMON LOG
Salmon and Temperature Interaction

Accumulated Thermal (Heat) Units (ATU’s)

LOG OF _____________________________________________
SPECIES OF SALMON OBSERVED ____________________________
DATE SALMON EGGS WERE FERTILIZED______________________
DATE SALMON EGGS ARRIVED _____________________________
HATCHERY SALMON EGGS CAME FROM______________________
DATE RELEASED______________________________

T-12

Salmon and Temperature Interaction

Accumulated Thermal (Heat) Units (ATU’s)
ATU’s when eggs arrived_________________
Predicted hatch date______ Predicted Fry development date________
Record Accumulated Thermal (Heat) Units in the appropriate dates
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Record Accumulated Thermal (Heat) Units in the appropriate dates
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Salmon and Temperature Interaction
Accumulated Thermal (Heat) Units (ATU’s)
Focus Questions: How do living and nonliving things in the Salmon
Aquarium System affect each other? What are the dependent relationships
in the Salmon Aquarium?
Salmon Eggs Hatching Questions
1. How many days did it take for the salmon eggs to start
hatching?_______
2. Was this more or fewer days than predicted?____________
3. What would have happened if the water temperature was cooler for a
week in the tank?

4. What would have happened if the water temperature got too warm?
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Salmon Becoming Fry Questions
1. How many days did it take for the alevin to start developing?
__________
2. Was this more or fewer days than the class predicted?__________

3. What would have happened if the temperature of the water had been
slightly (2 degrees) warmer each day for 2 weeks?

4. How does temperature affect salmon alevin and fry development?

5. What other animals can you think of with egg development which
requires heat to hatch?

6. What are the dependent relationships in the salmon aquarium?
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ABOUT ACCUMULATED THERMAL UNITS
Temperature affects everything from the rate at which salmon eggs develop to the amount of feed that
fry require and the amount of dissolved oxygen that water will hold. Accumulated thermal units (ATUs)
are one way to measure temperature.
What is an ATU
As measured in Fahrenheit, the daily ATU is water temperature minus 32. For example, if the first day of
incubation occurred when the water was 45oF, the calculation would be 45 - 32 = 13.
ATU measurements are used in hatcheries and school incubation programs to determine the stage of egg
development and to predict date of hatch and date when alevins will "button up" to become fry (in the wild,
emerge from the gravel). In a creek or river, other factors such as oxygen level and water flow also influence
the speed of development. In a controlled environment, however, temperature is usually the only variable.
How to measure ATUs in Fahrenheit
Charting the temperature and adding each day’s reading to the sum of readings from preceding days is a
simple way to document ATUs:
1. Take the temperature at approximately the same time each day and from the same part of the tank. This
discipline will guard against localized readings not representative of the whole tank and fluctuations that
can occur over a 24-hour period.
2. If using a thermometer not mounted in the tank, leave the thermometer submerged until the column of
mercury (if using this type) has stabilized. If possible, kept the bulb submerged as you read the
temperature OR read the temperature the instant you remove the bulb from the water so that it's not
influenced by air temperature.
3. Enter the temperature reading on the ATU chart and subtract 32.
4. Add the new daily ATU to the ATU total from the day before.
What does the reading signify?
During early incubation, documenting temperature may seem to be boring work. The information becomes
more interesting, however, as the days pass and ATUs begin to near the total at which hatching and then
"buttoning up" might occur. The following chart shows ATU readings at which various species can be
expected to reach these stages. Unusually warm or cold water (say from a brief equipment malfunction) can
cause some variations from this chart, but for most situations, it is reliable.
Accumulated Temperature Units (ATUs) required to reach developmental stages in salmonids
SPECIES
STAGE
ATUs in °C
ATUs in °F
To hatch
480-540
860-970
CHINOOK
To emergence
900-1000
1620-1800
To hatch
475-525
860-950
CHUM SALMON
To emergence
900-1000
1620-1800
To hatch
400-500
720-900
COHO SALMON
To emergence
700-800
1260-1440
To hatch
550-650
990-1170
PINK SALMON
To emergence
900-950
1620-1710
To hatch
500-550
900-990
SOCKEYE SALMON
To emergence
900-1000
1620-1800

